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ABSTRACT 

Are widows, in the time of bereavement, able to learn coping 

skills through a model for group interaction? Sixty-two widows from 

4 United Methodist congregations were randomly assigned to experi

mental and comparison conditions at each location, with experimental 

and comparison groups being formed of 10, 5, 9, and 7 each. Fifty-five 

completed the program, 10, 5, 7, and 7 in experimental, 9, 4, 9, and 4 

in comparison. They were studied to determine change brought about by 

16 hours of treatment over 4 weeks, 2 hours offered twice weekly. 

Treatment had 3 foci: separation from the deceased, resolution of 

personal loss, and renewed social interest and relationship. Group 

exercises were offered to encourage interaction. A handbook for the 16 

hour program is found in the Appendix. 

Change was measured by two questionnaires, the author's 

Personal Assessment Questionnaire designed to measure adjustment of 

widows, and the Institute for Personality and Ability Testing Depres

sion Scale, Personal Assessment Inventory, a measure of depression. 

Both instruments were administered as pretests and post-tests. A mixed 

analysis of variance with hierarchical design using EL three-factor 

approach was conducted. The P. A. I. failed to register significant 

change in level of depression. The Personal Assessment Questionnaire 

registered change at the .0088 probability level, indicating the over

all significance of the group treatment approach. The second 

independent variable, the subgroups generated at different locations, 
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was found to be of insignificant effect upon the treatment variable. 

Informal comments by group members and observers suggest that this pro

gram of treatment for widows was of value to participants and could be 

helpful in other groups within church or similar settings. The program 

developed by Ray, a United Methodist minister, is being employed in 

churches of the Pacific and Southwest Annual Conference of the United 

Hethodist Church. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Widowhood is a formidable stage of life experienced by most 

women of our society. Although widely acknowledged as the most stress

ful of life's crises, few women are prepared to cope with the magnitude 

of separation, pain, and reorganization brought about by the death of 

their life partner. American society has made significant gains in 

appreciating the role of women in community life. Yet, we remain only 

minimally capable of providing aid to the woman who has lost her husband 

through death. Kubler-Ross in her book On Death and Dying has suggested 

that the more scientific advancement we make, "the more we seem to fear 

and deny the reality of death" (1969, p. 7). A prime example of that 

fear and denial is seen in our society's response to the grieving widow. 

Silverman (1972) indicates that the number of widowed persons 

in 1968 had increased to 11 million from 9 million in 1960, an increase 

of 2 million in eight years. Her statistics indicate that over 

600,000 women become widowed each year, and that the loss of a spouse 

is increasingly a problem among the female population. 

It has been pointed out that although the widowed are a growing 

population, and have a high risk of encountering social and emotional 

difficulties, their needs are commonly neglected (Berardo, 1968). 

Several writers, beginning with Sigmund Freud in 1915, have 

discussed the psychology of fear and denial of death. Klein (1975) 
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first described stages of the bereavement process less than 50 years 

ago. Refinements of Klein's description have been made by several dif

ferent writers including Engel (1962), Parkes (1972), Frears and 

Schneider (1981), Spiegel (1977), and Westberg (1961). Kubler-Ross 

(1969) developed the stages involved in the encounter with terminal 

illness, and these have also been applied as stages in the bereavement 

process (Westfall, 1981). 

This process begins with the widow's detaching from her spouse 

sufficiently to permit both the continuance of other relationships with 

family and friends and the development of new relationships. At the 

same time she has to establish a reconstructed sense of self-worth and 

personal identity to replace that which came through her marriage 

(Lopata 1969, 1973, 1975; Parkes, 1972; Westberg, 1961). Despite the 

refinement of description, the growing magnitude of the problem faced 

by widows still surpasses the available resources for dealing with the 

bereavement process. 

Maddison (1968) defines the relevance of bereavement for pre

ventive psychiatry, suggesting that early identification is a first 

step in averting psychological as well as physical difficulties among 

the widowed. He indicates that two professional groups, general 

practitioners and clergy, are present during the advent of crisis and 

are therefore in an important position to offer aid. Knowledge of the 

grief process, brief training in bereavement counseling, and avail

ability of professional consultation can enhance the quality of such 

aid. 



An additional source of relevant aid for the widow in those 

hours of working through her bereavement is that afforded by other 

widows. Silverman (1969) has developed the Widow-to-Widow program 

which is available in many larger cities and Barrett (1974) has con

cluded that widows are an important help to one another because of the 

mutuality of their grief situation. 

Churches and other community agencies have the opportunity to 

serve the growing population of widows within their reach. General 

practitioners, clergy, and even widows themselves, serve a para

professional role in helping widows through the crisis of widowhood. 

The need to involve these persons in programs of training that will 

provide them with useful information and methodology is still inade

quately met. 

Purpose of the Study 

Providing adequate aid to women involved in the crisis of 

widowhood is a major problem. Such aid can be offered through groups 

which actively involve widows and expose them to relevant and helpful 

information concerning the bereavement process and how it might effect 

them. Groups of this nature may offer important emotional support. 

They may be convened and led by doctors or clergy using materials 

developed by professionals in the field of counseling. 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate a model for group 

training in coping skills based upon the developmental process of 

bereavement. 

3 
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Theoretical Rationale 

Most widows have successfully met and survived other areas of 

crisis in their lives. These crises successfully encountered in the 

past provide a basis for hope of survival in the present crisis of 

widowhood. This hope can be defined as the assurance of survival 

beyond the present crisis based upon the experience of having success-

fully addressed previous crises (Selye, 1927). "The one thing that 

usually persists ••• is hope," says Kubler-Ross, pioneer worker among 

the dying and their survivors (1969, p. 138). Hope is recognized as 

the basic motivation of a widow in the process of bereavement. 

Holmes and Rahe (1967) list the loss of a spouse as the most 

severe of stress events. The presence of hope explains how some widows 

survive the stressing process of integrating cognitive, affective, and 

behavioral aspects of their internal and interactional being to become 

once again functioning members of society, while others falter at some 

point in the process. Hope, or the affirmation of impending survival, 

may be obscured for a time, but its existence is evidenced by many who 

have successfully met the bereavement crisis. Klein (1975) alludes to 

the emergence of that hope growing out of the painful experience of 

loss, making it possible for the person to become more creative and 

more tolerant in understanding self and others. Hope sustains a 

Willingness to live which enables the widow to endure the bereavement 

process and reach a useful and rewarding conclusion to her grief. 
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Contribution of Theology 

The exploration of the process of bereavement involves a theo

logical question, for the question of hope springs primarily from this 

discipline. Spiegel (1977, p. 19) speaks of a "theology of hope" which 

is very closely related to the contributions of psychology and 

sociology. His book is a precise statement of such a theology, 

developed entirely from empirical case studies that relate psycho

analysis, psychiatry, crisis theory, counseling, and sociology to a 

theology of death. 

The theological community has a capacity to relate to the 

individual and the immediate social group, not on an abstract theo

logical or narrowly dogmatic level, but in terms of individual need. 

Professionals within that community are in the right place at the 

appropriate time to be extremely useful care-givers. Their hesitancy, 

frequently based upon lack of information or personal reluctance, can 

be overcome with a minimum of training. 

The Bereavement Process Defined 

The bereavement process is that process following the death of 

a loved one which involves the restoration of the destroyed inner world 

and the detachment from the loved one as a new engagement in positive 

relationships is begun (Klein, 1975). This process differs from 

individual to individual as a result of life's experiences with crises. 

These individual differences may require varying lengths of time to 

approach completion, may include a variety of experiences, and may 
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progress through differing points of the struggle for internal integra

tion and external relationship as the process unfolds. 

Stages of the Bereavement Process 

In order to better comprehend the complexity of the bereavement 

process, theorists have attempted to distinguish a series of stages 

undergone by the mourner. Thus, a "typical" course for the healing 

process is suggested, though individual cases frequently defy such 

classification. It is helpful, however, to be able to recognize a 

progression of cognitions, emotions, and behaviors during the bereave

ment period. With knowledge of a flow of stages of grief, it is 

possible to pinpoint those areas where individuals may become inhibited 

or may block entry into further experiences of resolution and growth. 

Schneider (Frears and Schneider, 1981) developed a model for 

understanding grief, or the bereavement process, based upon a who1istic 

approach. He developed six stages of the grief process which offer a 

systematic study of how grief effects the cognitive, emotional, bio

logical and behavioral aspects of the individual. Schneider's six stages 

include: 1) initial awareness of the reality of loss which is frequently 

characterized as shock and numbness; 2) strategies to overcome loss or 

to avoid the threat of loss characterized by adaptive defenses such as 

denial, anger, guilt, and depression; 3) awareness of loss where the 

immediate implications and extent of loss are recognized and often 

characterized by loneliness, helplessness, and exhaustion; 4) com

pletions involving healing, acceptance, and resolution; 5) empowering 

of self in those areas where a lack of balance existed before the loss 



took place; and 6) transcending the loss which is represented by the 

growth of the individual beyond grief into new commitments, balance, 

and wholeness in life. 

7 

Schneider's model goes beyond many previous models which focus 

on the more traumatic and overwhelming loss events and do not allow for 

a growth potential from g~ief. Schneider's model seeks to integrate 

motivation for growth into the resolution of grief. He suggests that 

as the person recognizes painful present experiences as elements of a 

normal grief process a significant first step toward growth is taken. 

He writes: "Without establishing this connection, many people fear 

they are going insane because their reactions may be highly variable 

and seemingly unpredictable. Being able to understand reactions in the 

context of the natural, normal process of grief can considerably 

alleviate anxiety and confusion" (Frears and Schneider, 1981, pp. 341-

342). The last two stages, or phases, of the grief process are those 

in which the dimension of growth is incorporated. 

Pastoral theologian Wayne Oates (1955), in his analysis of 

grief, also identifies six phases of the grief or bereavement process. 

He lists them as shock, numbness, struggle between fantasy and reality, 

breakthrough of mourning, selective recollection connected with stab

bing pain, and, finally, acceptance of loss and the reaffirmation of 

life itself. 

Spiegel (1977) speaks of a succession of four stages including 

shock, control, regression, and adaptation. Spiegel points out that 

the first two of these phases are completed within days following the 



death of the spouse, shock within a few hours and control within those 

days relegated to the funeral and the departure of relatives. His 

control phase, like Schneider's, represents a time for the use of 

adaptive defenses. 

Those stages, or phases, of the grief process that appear to 

require greater involvement of time and energy are those wherein the 

extent of the loss is recognized, and healing, acceptance, and resolu

tion take place. Maddison (1968) and Parkes (1972) suggest that these 

latter stages involve a time period from three months to a year or 

more. Thus the possibility that the bereavement will be inhibited or 

blocked is greater during these stages. It is during the process of 

working through the elements of these stages that creative inter

vention is most useful. 

8 

In summary, the description of stages of grief is of importance 

in understanding the bereavement process. The earliest stages are 

those during which the person experiences disorganization. That is, 

familiar life habits and approaches no longer appear effective. The 

principal other, the spouse, in relationship with whom life was 

organized, is no longer present. A withdrawal for reassessment and 

reorganization is unavoidable. Depression levels are higher during 

the disorganization period (Parkes, 1964; Spiegel, 1977). 

As the widow begins to resolve the crisis of disorganization, a 

level of internal self-confidence is developed. She again reaches out 

to establish useful relationships with persons in the world about her. 

Drawing upon strengths which may have been used in a limited manner as 



a complement to those of her spouse, she develops an organization of 

self which brings internal and external confidence. 

Beyond the Stages of Grief 

9 

An excellent point is made by Davenport (1981) that there is 

more to understanding and working with those going through the bereave

ment process than is discovered by learning of the stages through which 

they go. The point is that these descriptions are less than helpful if 

we do not work with the mourners beyond the level of understanding the 

cause of their grief. An intellectual description may, in fact, con

tribute to a distorted sense of control that will prevent the experi

ence from becoming most rewarding. Davenport says, "It is bad enough 

to hurt desperately; at the very least, clients deserve to learn some

thing from their pain, something that will help them with future 

losses" (1981, p. 333). Growth involves a willingness to "surrender 

some of our illusions of invulnerability and impotence" (1981, p. 335). 

Individual capabilities and power may be better learned through crises, 

even when the crisis is of major loss. 

Implications for Counseling 

The assertion that stages of the bereavement process can be 

identified and described is followed by the question, "What can be done 

to aid a mourner who is going through this process?" 

The wholistic approach to the grief, or bereavement, process is 

inclusive of cognitive, affective, behavioral, social, and physical 
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elements of the healing process. Not only has a person been lost, but 

a world of mutual existence has been shattered. 

Kubler-Ross (1969), Westberg (1961.), and Westfall (1981) sug-

gest emotions that are associated with the experience of loss. The 

listing includes shock, denial, anger, bargaining, depression, panic, 

guilt, and worry. As these emotions are experienced, the person is 

forced into retreat or withdrawal from normal relationships. As 

progress is made through the bereavement process, the re-engagement 

takes place. 

Lindemann (1944) and Parkes (1972) have noted behavioral pat-

terns following from the emotions. A first intense attempt to recover 

the lost person yields to an effort to interact with those who are 

currently available. 

Meichenbaum (1974), describing cognitive behavior modification, 

indicates that it is through internal messages to one's self that 

emotions and behavior are guided. The idea that this cognitive process 

determines subsequent feelings and actions is what prompts Albert 

Ellis (1975) to suggest the need to reduce the absolute impact of 

assumptions formulated early in the grief process. Not only are these 

cast too rigidly, but the error may persist throughout the bereavement 

process. These might include such messages as "This can't be happening 

to me!" "I'll accept this only if ••• !" "Things might have been dif-

ferent had I ••• !" "If I had planned carefully enough I " . . . . 
(Davenport, 1981, p. 333). 
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The healing process, thus, incorporates the whole person from 

the beginning. Its development proceeds along three essential paths 

which are interwoven as progre~s is made: cognitive, emotional, and 

behavioral. It begins in a type of withdrawal to reassess, as noted 

by Spiegel (1977). From there it goes through a series of experiences 

along a continuum, gradually incorporating adaptive information, 

expression, and interaction, until it finds completion in experiences 

which, for many, lead to a deeper level of growth than was present at 

the beginning (Frears and Schneider, 1981). 

Role of the Helper 

The role of the helper or counselor throughout this healing 

process involves the following three aspects; information giving, 

allowing for the expression and clarification of emotions, and provid

ing an arena for behavioral interaction. 

Helping as Information Giving. Selye (1927) finds stress 

developing from the lack of specificity. It is the nonspecific, the 

unidentified, that provides the greatest level of stress. Information 

about the natural, normal process of grief cannot only help alleviate 

anxiety and confusion of thought, but can also offer support during 

crisis which will determine the manner in which the crisis is resolved. 

To know, for example, that the search for the dead spouse is a very 

normal response averts the judgment that participating in such behavior 

is abnormal (Parkes, 1972). To know that loss of one's spouse, while 

an extreme example, is comparable to other crisis events, which have 



already been met successfully, provides encouragement to the mourner 

(Holmes and Rahe, 1967). 
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Helping as Empathic Listening. The feelings associated with 

the bereavement process are varied and numerous. Opportunity for the 

expression of tqose feelings may be severely limited by the widow's 

lack of close associations prior to the establishment of those that 

will accept her newly widowed status. The care-giver may have the 

opportunity to encourage the expression of these varied emotions with 

consistent compassion, and to listen empathically to memories and 

stories and the feelings associated with them. The move from crisis 

intervention to aiding in personal growth may be encouraged by actively 

listening for the expressed desire to move beyond grief. Davenport 

(1981) states that we can help persons to learn from their pain as we 

hear them, but that the hearing is related to the examination of 

personal responsibility. 

Helping as Meaningful Interaction. The loneliness of the 

widow during the process of bereavement has been examined by Lopata 

(1969). The opportunity to relate to any significant other has been 

seriously disturbed by the loss of her spouse. Lopata also discusses 

the pulling away of close friends because they are uncomfortable with 

the widow in her new status. Schneider (1981) sees growth occuring as 

the behavior of the person moves toward sharing responsibility, 

engaging in useful or creative activity, being assertive and goal

directed, and interacting spontaneously with others. Therefore the 

care-giver should be a significant person with whom to interact as the 
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process of rebuilding takes place. During the later phases of the 

process, encouraging the growing person to reach out into new social 

arenas should also be the work of the care-giver. Silverman et al. 

(1975) expands the classification of care-givers to include as para

professionals widows who have learned through training and their own 

experiences the value of positive relationships in the healing process. 

It is the wholistic approach, combining cognitive, affective, 

and behavioral elements in the healing process which has led several to 

examine the use of groups to expand and enhance the care-giving 

activity. Barrett (1974) suggested that groups of widows could be 

assembled to aid in the sharing of information, the expression of 

emotion, and the provision of an established arena for interactional 

behavior. Through such group activity, a professional care-giver may 

reach more people in less time, thereby making a greater impact on the 

growing numbers of those who are becoming widows. As Silverman (1969) 

has discovered, widows themselves have a unique capacity for helping 

one another as well. 

Research Rationale 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate a model for group 

training in coping skills based upon the developmental process of 

bereavement. Research relevant to this purpose includes that which 

provides a workable definition of the bereavement process and its 

developmental stages and that which aids in the shaping of the research 

model of the present study. 



Contributions Which Define Bereavement 
and Its Stages 
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There are very few writers who have conducted precise research 

regarding the make up of the bereavement process. However, the authors 

of non-research writings contributed to the definition of the process 

from their experience. This definition frequently describes a cate-

gorization of the stages of the bereavement process. 

Freud conducted the first scientific investigation of grief in 

the brief essay "Mourning and Melancholia" (Freud, 191:.). Freud saw in 

grief a painful resentment, an abolition of interest in the outside 

world, a loss of the capacity to love, and inhibition of all activity. 

Co~ing with grief is related to coping with any serious crisis. 

Klein (1975) pointed out that coping with grief, or the bereavement 

process is to a great extent determined by the way former crises were 

overcome. The goal of positive coping in this process is achieved as 

an individual is led to a deeper level of internal and external con-

fidence. Thus the idea that growth may be achieved through the 

bereavement process is present in her early w')rk. 

Lindemann, in 1944, conducted a study of his patients for 

psychiatric treatment. He was the first to attempt a comprehensive 

description of the psychic symptoms in grief. His patients were deal-

ing exclusively with the lost person. Of the 101 patients studied, 

95 percent showed signs of excessive tiredness, 84 percent were unable 

to carry out usual tasl:s, and 29 percent weren't able to sleep. Other 

elements present were guilt feelings, hos~ility, a sense of 
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"derealization," and an aimless hyperactivity in speech as well as ges

tures. Lindemann gives no basis for his sample, and makes no attempt 

to explain why they sought his advice or treatment. His concept of 

grief consists of three factors; "emancipation from the bondage to the 

deceased, readjustment to an environment in which the deceased is miss

ing, and the formation of new relationships" (1944, p. 101). 

Parkes (1964) studied 22 widows in London, England. The 

investigation was about grief as a process which needs to be understood 

sequentially as it progresses. The process beginning with the announce

ment of death is first met in a state of numbness. Sixteen of the 22 

widows indicated difficulty in accepting the fact that their husband 

was really dead. Outbursts of extreme behavior such as tearfulness, 

aggressiveness, and even states of elation sometimes occurred. Panic 

attacks and extreme behaviors were observed in the first month of the 

grief process, but diminished after about three months. 

Following the initial numbness, there is a stage of intense 

pining for the dead person. Parkes labels this "Separation anxiety," 

which is characterized by the urge to recover the lost person. Search

ing is not only in terms of overt behaVior, but also of internal per

ception and ideational behavior. His patients reported that the search 

is an active one, far from being painless. He lists four character

istics which the widows of his study describe in their interviews with 

him: 1) "pining and preoccupation with thoughts of the deceased per

son"; 2) "direction of attention toward places and objects in the 

environment which are associated with the lost person"; 3) "development 
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of a perceptual 'set' for the deceased"; and 4) "crying for the lost 

person" (1964, p. 451). Grief is commonly described as the process by 

which a person detaches himself or herself from a lost object, but, 

Parkes relates, here is an important component of grief which appears 

to have the opposite function: the restoration of the object. With 

the passage of time the permanence of the loss is more readily accepted, 

hcwever, and memories of the dead spouse become less painful and often 

much clearer. Parkes also discovered, "The distress engendered 

is never continuous and each widow described times during which it was 

mitigated. Even when grief was at its most intense the 'pangs' of 

grief were intermittent • •• " (1964, p. 457). 

Parkes also discusses a third stage of the bereavement process 

which follows the initial numbness and the stage of intense pining for 

the lost person (1964, 1972a). It is characterized by a state of 

depression. In Boston 49 widows and 19 widowers were studied concern

ing the depression factor (Brown ~nd Parkes, 1972b). In this study a 

control group of non-bereaved patients was used to determine differ

ences between bereaved and non-bereaved. Members of the bereaved group 

characterized by such complaints as disturbances of sleep, appetite, 

and weight. Factor analysis of 18 questions asked during psychiatric 

interviews indicated that bereaved individuals expressed more severe 

and frequent feelings of depression than non-bereaved. Feelings 

expressed during this stage include apathy, aimlessness, and a lack of 

inclination to look toward the future. 
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In order to learn more about the bereavement process, Maddison 

(1968) studied 375 widows and a control group of 199 non-affected 

women. The study was based on their interviews with women between 45 

and 60 years of age, one-third of whom came from Boston while two

thirds came from Sidney, Australia. Their sample differs from that of 

Parkes and, Lindemann in that it does not represent p~rsons who asked 

for medical treatment or advice. The factors they found in the 

bereavement process included 47 percent a general nervousness, 20 

percent spoke of anxiety, and 10 percent spoke of a nervous breakdown, 

feeling of panic, continuing anxiety, and trembling. In a follow-up 

interview symptoms were absent or diminished. 

Lopata (1973) studied the latter phase of adaptation. Her 

studies involved widows and widowers of Chicago where she conducted 

work in connection with Loyola University. Two studies were made of 

the problem of identity reconstruction (1966, 1969). One examined the 

role and self-definitions of 571 urban and suburban housewives and 

working women, and the descriptions of life and self changes which were 

produced by major events in the past of another 205 respondents. The 

second study involved interviews with a modified area sample of 301 

widows in Metropolitan Chicago. Lopata lists identity reconstruction 

as the major problem of widowhood. The primary contribution of use in 

the present study is the conception that the popularization of stages 

of widowhood appear to put pressure on the widow to assume a role 

before she is ready, pulling away the support system to which she has 
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been accustomed. Self-doubt, she warns, may result from the stages of 

grief ideology. 

The sparsity of research that would more adequately define the 

bereavement process is regrettable in the face of the magnitude of this 

concern. The studies that have been done are lacking in reliable pre

cision. All rely on reporting in highly subjective and general terms 

the conclusions they have reached. Little has been done to adequately 

measure subjects' reports or observations of subjects, and an adequate 

instrument of measurement of the grief process still must be provided. 

Parkes' listing of 18 questions of the depression factor (1972b) are 

used as background material for the present study's composition of the 

Personal Assessment Questionnaire which attempts to fill this instru

mentetion void. Only Parkes' second study and that of Maddison and 

Viola used any type of control grouping. Still, these few available 

studies have begun an important aspect of understanding what the 

bereavement process actually is. 

Contributions to the Helping Model 

There is a general consensus among those who have worked with 

and written about the problems of bereavement that the process may be 

very loosely described as consisting of several distinguishable stages. 

However, more is needed than definition of their situation if help is 

to be afforded the bereaved widows of our society. The following works 

contribute to the development of the helping model examined in the 

current study. 
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Silverman, whose work with "the widow-to-widow program" is 

well-known, suggests that it is as necessary to learn to be a widow as 

it is to be a wife and a mother (P. R. Silverman 1967, 1969, 1970, 

1972, 1975a, 1975b; P. R. Silverman and S. M. Silverman, 1979). 

While working with the Laboratory of Community Psychiatry of 

the Department of Psychiatry of Harvard Medical School, Silverman 

sought to find more effective ways of responding to the problems caused 

by the death of one's spouse. She experimented with ways of interview

ing that might ease the distress of the bereaved, carry them through 

the process of their grief, and lessen the possibility of their 

developing an emotional disorder. 

She found that while most care-givers shied away from the 

bereaved and were not very helpful, widows were extremely helpful. 

They realized that grief was temporary, but that it had to run its 

course. She recruited an initial task force of five widows to offer 

aid to a target community of new widows under age 60, obtained through 

a study of death certificates available from the Bureau of Vital 

Statistics. Some 64 widows were willing to participate in the program 

she developed in which telephone and personal interviews with the aide 

were arranged, and the development of ongoing relationships were sought 

to help widows at different stages of their grief. 

Silverman concluded that perhaps the most effective preventive 

program can come from self-help groups such as the widow-to-widow pro

gram utilizing a "specialized group of experts" who have lived through 



a crisis, recovered, and are able to teach others that it can be done 

and how to do it. 
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The work of Barrett (1973, 1974, 1977, 1980) also suggests the 

effectiveness of dealing with the problems of widowhood through a 

group-treatment approach. At the University of California, Barrett con

ducted quasi-experimental research wi.th a waiting list control group, 

using a pretest, post-test, and a later follow-up. Urban widows par

ticipated on the University campus in the seven-week group experience, 

with one of two leaders, each of whom was responsible for three types 

of intervention; a self-help group, a confidante group, and a woman's 

consciousness raising group. The study directed itself to the primary 

variables including the widow's age, duration of widowhood, cause of 

the husband's death, degree of preparation for widowhood, quality of 

general psychological functioning, specific reactions to widowhood, 

changes in life style as a result of the program and attitudes toward 

women. Approximately 320 widows responded from Los Angeles County to 

a notice in the Los Angeles Times and surrounding newspapers. Approxi

mately 121 women attended one of the two orientation meetings. With a 

total group of 70 subjects, Barrett conducted two self-help groups of 

8 and 10 persons, respectively, two confidante groups with 8 and 7 

persons, respectively, and two consciousness-raising groups with 11 

and 9 persons, respectively, while the waiting list control group con

tained 17 individuals at the conclusion of the study. Two group 

leaders participated in the research project, the investigator, and 

another female doctoral student in Clinical Psychology; neither was 
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herself a widow. The basic statistical design was a two-way multi

variate analysis of variance. Subjects ranged in age from 32 to 74, 

while the duration of widowhood among the subjects ranged from 1 month 

to 22 years, with a mean duration of four years, nine months. Barrett 

concluded that each of the three treatment approaches were of help to 

the participants, with the consciousness-raising participants receiving 

the most help. Further, she concluded, that the opportunities for 

creating service programs with widows are immense, that preventive 

intervention should be carried on at a level at which the general 

public could benefit, and that society needs broad-scale education and 

attitudinal change which would prepare women for the life cycle stage 

of widowhood and alert us all to waya of facilitating the strengths of 

widows. 

Primary Foci of the Literature 

Writings in the field of bereavement have included a general 

description of the processes frequently experienced following the death 

of a spouse, including the immediate disorientation and the more time 

consuming reorientation to a useful and rewarding personal and social 

life. More recently, authors have also addressed the question of 

helping bereaved persons through their grief. Few in either dimension 

write from the foundation of empirical research, and what research is 

offered lacks the precision of scientific analysis. 

However from the literature reviewed, three foci emerge that 

form a background for further study. These are: separation from the 
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deceased, resolution of personal loss, and renewed social interests and 

relationships. 

Separation from the Deceased. The grieving widow, particularly 

in the early experiences of grief becomes depressed and disoriented, 

going about her life largely in relationship to her deceased spouse. 

The spouse is the focus of day-to-day experiences. She plans ahead 

with him in mind. He is the primary focus of her psychic energy. She 

is increasingly aware of his absence, and therefore increasingly 

depressed by the fixed, backward focus of her life. That this pattern 

frequently occurs among those who have lost a spouse is knowledge 

which can help her to establish her experiences as "normal." The 

treatment goal becomes the rechanneling of her focus in a positive, 

present-oriented direction. 

Resolution of Personal Loss. The pain and hurt of the widow's 

situation, coupled with habit patterns formed during her marriage, and 

the reaction of other persons to her new role as widow, interact to 

create a lonely life, lived nearly in a vacuum. The pain of loneliness 

becomes the motivation for growth. The goal of treatment is the rein

forcement of developing new skills of personal assessment and recep

tivity to learning useful communication and relationship building 

skills. 

Renewed Social Interests and Relationships. The development of 

active, socially-interesting and rewarding personal relationships 

brings a sense of pleasure as well as relief to the life of the widow. 
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The development of mature, outreaching skills in relating to other 

people becomes that which removes the pain of the widow's backward 

search, redirects her personal orientation, and brings a renewed 

quality to her life. Developing an arena for social interaction and 

the testing of helpful relationship skills represents the third goal of 

treatment. 

These three foci are interwoven as the mourner moves from a 

state of total disorganization to renewed living. The state of 

depression represented by cognitive, emotional, and behavioral evi

dences in the earlier stages of grief diminishes as the bereavement 

process progresses. Most writers agree that it does not totally 

vanish, but that positive coping restores growing, meaningful and 

current involvement in life. The widow develops a positive understand

ing and acceptance of her loss, is less destroyed by it, and pursues 

the opportunities available to her to re-invo1ve herself with others 

directed toward social good. 

The present study uses small groups for the purpose of testing 

a model for training in coping skills. The model was designed to help 

w~dows in a given locale, as widows affiliate with specific churches 

or other agencies. The groups of the current study attempt to relate 

a useful format for training to the resources and care-givers available 

within that specific locale, and to develop relationships both within 

and outside of the groups that will continue to provide support for 

the widows as they grow through their bereavement. The model developed 



in the current study is contained in the Handbook"of lectures, dis

cussion, and exercises contained in Appendix C. 

Statement of the Problem 
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The available research has indicated that the process of 

bereavement faced by widows is a lengthy, involved one which may be 

described in several stages of disorganization and adaptation to new 

living. Research literature describing the development of care-giving 

resources is limited, but suggests the utility of groups of widows pro

viding useful information and support. The question which is addressed 

in the current study is: Will a model for group training in coping 

skills result in significantly greater adjustment and lower depression 

level reported by participating widows than by comparison group widows? 

Research Hypotheses 

The following research hypotheses were tested at the .05 level 

of significance: 

Research Hypothesis 1: The model of this study for group 

training in coping skills will result in significantly greater adjust

ment reported by participating widows than by comparison group widows 

as measured by the Personal Assessment Questionnaire. 

Research Hypothesis 2: The model of this study for group 

training In coping skills will result in significantly lower depression 

level reported by participating widows than by comparison group widows 

as measured by the Personal Assessment Inventory. 
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Research Hypothesis 3: The interaction of individual 

treatment-comparison group populations with the model for group train

ing in coping skills will not significantly alter the effect on adjust

ment reported by either participating or comparison group widows as 

measured by the Personal Assessment Questionnaire. 

Research Hypothesis 4: The interaction of individual 

treatment-comparison group populations with the model for group train

ing in coping skills will not significantly alter the effect on 

depression level reported by either participating or comparison group 

widows as measured by the Personal Assessment Inventory. 

Definition of Terms 

The model of this study: A model of group training in coping 

skills based upon the developmental process of bereavement as discussed 

in the theoretical and research rationale sections above is designed 

specifically for widows affected by that process. The treatment pro

gram extends for 16 hours, involving 2 days per week for 4 weeks, as 

presented in the methodology chapter of this dissertation. 

Adjustment: While one never recovers from the death of a 

spouse to become "the same old person or self," living does resume 

after the initial withdrawal, as one becomes open to experiencing'new 

qualities of relationship and personal growth. Adjustment is nearing 

completion when behaviors such as crying, social withdrawal, pining for 

the lost spouse, and depression decrease, and behaviors such as 

engaging others in conversation, seeking social contact, and assuming 

normal personal habits emerge. 
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Group Training: Lectures, pairing exercises, letter writing 

and sharing, note writing and reading, verbal and written responses to 

work sheets, speaking in the group of pleasant aspects of remembered 

relationship with the spouse, engaging in talking and listening with 

other widows, and planning for continuing positive interaction with 

friends, relatives, and others, make up the observable imparting of 

information and sharing of experiences involved in group training in 

the present study. 

Coping Skills: Those means of dealing with the process of 

bereavement which aid the individual widow to work through her grief 

such as verbal and written expression of feelings of loss, describing 

to others the development of positive self messages, affirming to 

others verbally or in written notation the acceptance of grief behavior 

as "normal," group sharing of positive memories, writing in a notebook 

the personal capacity to meet crises and grow through them, and evi

dence of social involvement are known in the present study as coping 

skills. 

The Personal Assessment Questionnaire: The 54 item question

naire written by the author is the Personal Assessment Questionnaire, 

hereafter referred to as P. A. Q. (Appendix D). The P. A. Q. offers a 

measure of self report dealing with the reactive search for the lost 

spouse; indications of disorganization such as anger, direction1ess

ness, crying, loss of appetite; and indications of adaptation such as 

feelings of self confidence, willingness to talk to others about grief, 

and willingness to work with other widows in the group process. 
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The Personal Assessment Inventory: The self-reported level of 

depression is measured by the Personal Assessment Inventory, hereafter 

referred to as P. A. I. It was developed by Samuel Krug and James 

Laughlin (1976) and is discussed in the methodology section of this 

dissertation. 

Variation of Location: Four different locations were used to 

gather samples for this study. The effect of these location differ

ences was examined to determine their impact on the measurement of, 

increased adjustment and decreased depression. 



CHAPTER 2 

METHODOLOGY 

This chapter is designed to provide a description of the sub

jects, research design, treatment procedures, instrumentation, and 

analysis procedures of the study. 

Recruitment and Assignment of Subjects 

The research subjects were obtained by offering the opportunity 

to participate to members of four cooperating United Methodist 

Churches. A letter from each church was sent to those identified as 

widows within their communities by church records (Appendix A). The 

letter indicated that the program would deal with the needs of widows 

who were still in the bereavement process. No other qualifications 

were stated. Thus the subjects were generated through contact with 

several religious communities. The study sought to use some of the 

resources in the treatment process that were unique to that community. 

Four locations were selected for the program because of the 

willingness of congregations to participate and the expectation that a 

sufficient number of widows would be available to make the study useful 

and viable. From the four locations the following number of volunteers 

were enlisted: Sun City 20, Arlington 10, Banning 18, and Yucaipa 14. 

Table 1 shows the age range of the subjects, the majority of whom were 

in the 65 to 75 age range. 

28 
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Table 1. Age Ranges of Subjects 

Age Range Sun City Arlington Banning Yucaipa Total 

46 to 50 0 1 0 0 1 

51 to 55 0 3 2 1 6 

56 to 60 1 3 1 2 7 

61 to 65 0 0 4 2 6 

66 to 70 6 1 1 4 12 

71 to 75 8 1 7 1 17 

76 to 80 2 1 3 2 8 

81 to 85 3 0 0 2 5 

20 10 18 14 

Total Subjects in Experimental and Comparison Groups 62 
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Several changes occurred in the makeup of subjects at the con

clusion of the four-week treatment period. The changes in the experi

mental group were brought about by external conditions rather than by 

the effect of the treatment. Two members of the Banning experimental 

group were forced to drop out of the program before the post-test 

session, one because of illness and one because of unanticipated 

travel. Of those who had accepted assignment to comparison groups, 

five persons failed to return for the post-test. An attempt was made 

by letter to receive completed post-tests from the five through a 

follow-up date, but to no avail. Thus 29 subjects formed the final 

experimental groups and 26 formed the final comparison groups. Table 2 

shows the sizes of experimental and comparison groups at pretest and 

post-test. 

On the prescribed date participants met at their church. A 

uniform brief statement of the research purpose and design was given to 

all group participants by the examiner at the outset. Participants 

were told two questionnaires would be used to assess the results of the 

experimental program. They were advised that they would have the 

opportunity to withdraw from the program at any time they wished with

out further obligation. A form was distributed and read requesting 

their individual consent to participate (Appendix B). The consent form 

was signed and returned to the examiner. After instructions had been 

given, both pretests were administered. Participants were advised that 

following the testing they would be invited to share a break for 

refreshments. While in recess, the subjects were divided between 
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Table 2. Subjects at Pretest and Post-test 

Location of 
Sub Group Exposure Pretest Post-test 

Experimental 10 10 
Sun City 

Comparison 10 9 

Experimental 5 5 
Arlington 

Comparison 5 4 

Experimental 9 7 
Banning 

Comparison 9 9 

Experimental 7 7 
Yucaipa 

Comparison 7 4 

Total 3ample 62 55 



experimental and deferred-experimental comparison groupings by alter

nately placing each returned test in a stack labeled experimental or 

comparison. During the break, comparison subjects were identified, 

were given the date of the post-test, were offered the opportunity to 

enroll in a later scheduling of the experimental condition, and were 

thanked individually by the examiner for their willingness to support 

the study. After the break, the comparison group left and the first 

session with experimental groups began. 

Research Design 
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The basic research design used in this study is that identified 

by Campbell and Stanley as the "Pretest-Posttest Comparison Group 

Design" (1963). This design uses a hierarchical structure. The pri

mary independent variable in this study consisted of the experimental 

program outlined below and contained in detail in the Handbook (Appendix 

C). However, in order that the combined experimental and combined 

comparison groups could be examined to determine the overall effect of 

the treatment it became necessary to consider the presence of a second 

independent variable, namely, the effect of dividing the experimental

comparison effect by the four locations in which experimental ,and com

parison groups were established. This second independent variable is 

examined within the first, and has a subordinate relationship to it. 

The dependent variable consisted of the self-report of the 

benefit of treatment as measured by both the Personal Assessment 

Questionnaire and the Personal Assessment Inventory which are discussed 
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under the instrumentation section below. The hypothesized effect of 

treatment is that greater decreases in mean scores on the two tests 

would be found for experimental groups than for comparison groups from 

pretest to post-test. Table 3 offers a convenient means of picturing 

the hierarchical effect of the research design. Column 1 shows that 

the subjects are randomly assigned. In column 2, the pre-measure is 

administered. Experimental and comparison conditions, column 3, are 

experienced at one of four locations as in column 4. All groups, as 

seen in column 5, are given the post-measure. 

The selection procedure used to enlist subjects poses a threat 

to the external validity of the present study. It is common in educa

tional research that the effort to randomly select subjects from a 

general population falls short. As in the present study, subjects are 

frequently volunteers. Therefore, it is impossible to generalize from 

the results of treatment with the present subjects to the total popu

lation of widows. Thus, the present design allows for an analysis of 

treatment effects on the particular participants in this study only. 

Treatment Procedures 

The following treatment procedures were conducted in all four 

locations. All treatments were directed by the author. Including the 

time allotted for pretest and post-test administration, treatment 

involved four weeks, two days each week, and two hours per day. Each 

week was designed to meet a content goal. The first week covered 

bereavement and the search for the lost spouse. The second week dealt 

with building on the awareness of loss. The third week sought to 



Table 3. The Hierarchical Research Design 

Method of 
Assignment 

Random 

Random 

Pre-measure 
of Dependent 

Variable 

Pretests 
P. A. Q. 
P. A. I. 

Pretests 
P. Ao Q. 
P. A. I. 

Primary 
Independent 

Variable 

Experimental 

Comparison 

Secondary 
Independent 

Variable 

Sun City 

Arlington 

Banning 

Yucaipa 

Sun City 

Arlington 

Banning 

Yucaipa 
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Post-measure 
of Dependent 

Variable 

Post-tests 
P. A. Q. 
P. A. I. 

Post-tests 
P. A. Q. 
P. A. I. 
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demonstrate the value of positive relationships with others. The 

fourth, or final, week allowed positive, practical applications to be 

discussed, including a format for an ongoing care group. The post-

tests were given on the last day of week four. 

Thus the program of treatment was designed to meet the subjects 

at a point of common bereavement over their losses, to expose them to 

experiences that were designed to shift their focus from the lost 

husband to positive, current social interchange, and to bring them 

ultimately to a point of comfort with and desire for making new friend-

ships and mutually supportive relationships. 

Each week's theme was introduced by the leader in the form of a 

mini-lecture, the content of which is included for each in the appendix 

(Appendix C). The lecture was followed by group discussion, pairing, 

triads, fantasy, and written exercises. The following outline shows 

these procedures and offers a rationale for each treatment phase. 

The First Week: Bereavement as a 
Natural Process 

The goal of the first week of the treatment program was to 

bring to the participating widows information and experiences that 

would allow them to accept their own bereavement process as a "normal" 

event. The following sessions were intended to implement this goal. 

Week 1, Session 1: The purposes of this session were to 

administer the pretest and to help the group members become better 

acquainted with one another. The session was designed to further 

orient participating widows to the purpose of the overall study. After 
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taking the pretest, the experimental group members participated in a 

brief get-acquainted exercise designed to increase group members' level 

of confidence in the group and to help them share some of the common 

problems they had faced as widows. Group members were asked to give 

their names, a brief account of the situations surrounding their loss 

such as illness, period of confinement, and any type of preparation for 

their husband's death they might have had. 

Week 1, Session 2: The purpose of this session was the 

presentation of information and discussion about the normal stress of 

widowhood, and to relate it to other Similar, though probably lesser, 

stresses. The session allowed for the experiencing of each widow's 

unique stresses, and the sharing of the opportunity to release the 

anxiety of stress in one-to-one contact with another interested person. 

A fifteen minute mini-lecture was given by the group leader listing 

and describing elements of stress frequently reported by widows and 

found in the available literature on death, bereavement, and adjust

ment. These emphasized the possibilities for growth through group 

sharing as the process of bereavement unfolded. Group discussion 

focused on common stress events that often accompany the death of a 

spouse such as other deaths, personal illness, financial readjustment, 

changes in family conditions, eating habits, and personal security 

threats and difficulties. The group was divided into pairs to review 

a handout dealing with these stress occurrences and their personal 

stress situations in a one-to-one setting. The work of Holmes and Rahe 

on the management of stress formed a stimulus for group discussion (1967). 



The Second Week: Building on the 
Awareness of Loss 

The goal of the second week of the treatment program was 'to 
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further the awareness of participating widows of common ideas, feelings, 

and behaviors which others have experienced during the time of loss and 

bereavement. The concept that the continuing search for the lost 

partner is a normal and frequent experience of grief was examined 

(Lindemann, 1944; Parkes, 1972; and Spiegel, 1977). Attention was 

given to a clearing and sharpening of memory (Westberg, 1961; Spiegel, 

1977). 

Week 2, Session 3: The purpose of this session was the attempt 

to have each participant grasp, as objectively as possible at this 

point in the midst of her very personal experience of loss, a view of 

behaviors that others have known at similar times. The fifteen minute 

mini-lecture dealt with aspects of normal behavior identified in the 

literature as a continuing awareness of, or search for, the lost 

partner. Group members were prompted to consider aspects of this 

search which they had noticed in their own experiences. Group experi-

ences encouraged each widow to recall and express these experiences of 

searching in one-to-one and group exercises. Following focus on the 

search experience, a three minute mini-lecture was given to aid group 

members in listening carefully to each other. The session concluded 

with group sharing and the suggestion that each member begin to write 

important ideas and experiences in a diary for later recall and help. 

Week 2, Session 4: The purpose of this session was to prompt 

the identification of aspects of the feeling, behavior, and cognition 
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of the experience of loss. A ten minute mini-lecture encouraged the 

use of creative memory as an aid in reducing the pain of loss. Sharing 

some of these recollections provided a helpful means of sharing in on

going relationships with other group members. Again, group members 

were paired for one-to-one sharing of memories that were helpful to 

them. Group members were given a handout to prompt the writing of a 

letter, the purpose of which was to share with their group partner an 

experience of memory that was helpful to them. In concluding group 

discussion nearly every person was able to share a gem of the past which 

offered joy to the group. 

The Third Week: Valuable Relationships 

The goal of the third week of the treatment program was to 

bring about a focus on the development of new and positive avenues of 

contact with people as a means of overcoming feelings of loss and of 

beginning a continuing concern for growth in new relationships. Con

cepts of relationship developed by Lopata (1969, 1971, 1972, 1973a, 

1973b) and by Silverman (1969, 1970, 1972, 1975) formed much of the 

literature background for these two sessions~ 

Week 3, Session 5: The purpose of th~s session was to focus 

upon developing a continuing way of life for persons whose established 

patterns of living have been permanently interrupted. The day's 

fifteen minute mini-lecture began with some of the observations of 

Silverman and Lopata concerning some feelings of "lostness" that seem 

to be common among widows. Attention was given during the lecture to 

personal responsibility for one's own behavior and emotional strength. 
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Subjects were exposed to some common assumptions dealing with expecta

tions of themselves and others regarding their behavior. In supportive 

group sharing, these assumptions were evaluated as they pertain to 

group members themselves. In paired, one-to-one sharing, members were 

given opportunity to share a listing of assumptions that are commonly 

experienced and to formulate valid positive assumptions. Group dis

cussion allowed for a wider sharing of positive assumptions. These 

dealt with being personally responsible for oneself, for properly 

evaluating the expectations of others without being suppressed by them, 

for viewing life with a degree of flexibility and openness, and for 

following a course of stable and consistent behavior. 

We"ek 3, Session 6: The purpose of this session was the estab

lishment of creative participation in meaningful relationship with 

other persons. The ten minute mini-lecture dealt with the assumption 

that life is not meant to be lived in isolation from meaningful rela

tionship. Meaningful relationships must now be found with persons 

other than the life partner. Active social participation had already 

begun within the experimental groups and was now labeled and evaluated. 

Those elements of relationship building that had been helpful in 

previous sessions were seen as useful for relationship building out

side of the group's security. Group discussion reinforced efforts to 

form positive current relationships. 



The Fourth Week: Continuing Practical 
Applications 

The goal of the fourth and final week of the treatment pro-
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gram was to stimulate the continuation of the individual widows' work 

through the process of bereavement using information and experiences of 

the training program to work out practical matters of their situations. 

Widows were encouraged to continue developing the relationships they 

had begun with members of the groups in which they had worked. The 

means of establishing a continuing support group of widows in their 

churches were examined. 

Week 4, Session 7: The purpose of this session was to allow 

group members to share with one another and with the leader some 

practical problems and suggested solutions. Problem areas discussed in 

group discussion and listed in chart form included financial matters, 

employment, family and peer relationships, and the sharing of common 

need fulf.illment such as meals, housing, and transportation. Par-

ticularly important to the present study was the discussion of a format 

for a continuing support group of widows as a service to the community. 

Plans were made in this session for the concluding day's celebration 

involving a shared meal and the invitation of Significant persons of 

the community to attend. 

Week 4, Session 8: The purpose of the final session was 

evaluation,and the establishment of ways to continue to remain in con-

tact with one another. Post-test administration took place at the 

beginning of the session, with members of the comparison group present, 

as in session one. Test administration was followed by a focus upon 
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group sharing of evaluative statements regarding the treatment program. 

Each of the 4 groups formed by the study discussed and decided upon 

the value of continuing to meet under locally available leadership. 

The program concluded with a common meal prepared by group partici-

pants. 

Instrumentation 

The treatment procedures were evaluated by affording the par

ticipating widows an opportunity to complete the two questionnaires 

described below as a measurement of the self-reported benefit derived 

from the program. It should be noted that the two instruments used 

were chosen to fill an existing vacuum created by the lack of available 

measurement instruments in this field. The literature dealing with 

grief and the bereavement process, as noted in Chapter 1, is itself 

sparse. After considerable search the author failed to locate a 

measurement instrument that would give an adequate picture of widow's 

self report regarding adjustment through the bereavement process. The 

result was that the P. A. Q. was prepared by the author from concepts 

developed in the literature and presented in this study. The P. A. I. 

was chosen to measure the correlate of depression. 

The Personal Assessment Questionnaire 

One evaluation instrument used in this study was prepared by 

the examiner from those concepts present in the literature and built 

into the design for treatment. This is designated in the following 

pages by the initials P. A. Q., which stand for Personal Assessment 
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Questionnaire and which is found in Appendix D. It consists of a 

series of statements through which subjects rated both their self

observed involvement in social groupings and their internal cognitive 

and emotional responses. The major concepts dealt with in this instru

ment and the number of items related to them are as presented in Table 

4. These items reflected the content of mini-lectures, discussion 

experiences, and supporting exercises of the treatment program out

lined above. 

Table 4. Concepts of P. A. Q. 

Concept 

Personal Disorganization 

Social Disorganization 

Personal Adaptation 

Social Adaptation 

Number of Items 

20 

7 

15 

12 
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The instrument was developed following a Likert format with 

three possible responses (Anastasi, 1968, pp. 486-87). Items were 

scored in the order of least adjustment receiving a weight of 2, 

moderate adjustment receiving a weight of 1, and greatest adjustment 

receiving a weight of O. Fifty-four items were developed, with 28 

worded so that responses were weighted from left to right and 26 worded 

so that responses were weighted from right to left. Responses were 

circled 'R' for rarely, 'a' for occasionally, and 'F' for frequently. 

The choice of three categories of response was made to produce minimum 

difference in administrative instructions from the Personal Assessment 

Inventory discussed below. This was felt to be an important con

sideration as the instruments were used among the elderly who fre

quently lacked familiarity with evaluation instruments of this nature. 

The P. A. Q. is a measure of the individual woman's adjustment 

to the problems of being a widow at a given moment of time. It was 

administered as a pretest and again as a post-test with the expectation 

that scores would decrease at post-test reflecting the effectiveness of 

the treatment program. 

P. A. Q. Valfdity. As an indication of the content validity of 

the P. A. Q. three raters were asked to estimate the correspondence of 

the statements given in test items with the treatment program's objec

tives and the written outline or presentations. Each rater was a pro

fessional pastor or counselor with experience in helping the bereaved 

who was able to allot the necessary time to observe an entire 4-week 
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experimental group in practice. On two occasions, before and after 

treatment, each was given a copy of the test. Prior to treatment, the 

outline of presentations was used for comparison. After treatment, the 

raters actual observations were compared with the test. On each 

occasion the raters were asked to estimate the validity of every item 

on a scale of 1 to 5 points, with 5 being the most nearly representative 

of correlation between the test and the treatment content, and 1 being 

the least representative of such correlation. These ratings indicated 

that each agreed, prior to observing the treatment in practice, the 

conceptual content of test statements corresponded 100 per cent to the 

outlined presentations. Following treatment, the raters were asked to 

estimate the correspondence of the actual treatment content which they 

had observed with the test items. Two raters were still in complete 

agreement that the content presented during treatment corresponded to 

the test items in every case. The third found that five of the test 

items lay outside the realm of his expertise and therefore agreed with 

the others in only 88 percent, or 49 of the test items. 

P. A. Q. Reliability. An examination of the test-retest 

reliability of the P. A. Q. was carried out using a pilot group of 15 

widows prior to the establishment of experimental locations or groups 

(Anastasi, 1968, pp. 78-98). One month interval lapsed between the 

first and second administrations of the test to the same widows. The 

reliability coefficient computed was .78 (Popham and Sirotnik, 1973). 

This was found to be a significant correlation at the .01 level. 
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The Personal Assessment Inventory 

A second measure used in the study was the Personal Assessment 

Inventory developed as a measure of depression by the Institute for 

Personality and Ability Testing (Krug and Laughlin, 1976). Hereafter, 

this inventory will be referred to as P. A. I. This instrument was 

chosen to supplement the P. A. Q. by providing an assessment of 

depression which is recognized in the literature reviewed to accompany 

the earlier stages of the bereavement process. 

The P. A. I., when compared to other measures of depression, 

has several considerations which commend its use (Krug and Laughlin, 

1976). Its parent is the Clinical Analysis Questionnaire (C. A. Q.), a 

combination of the 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire (16 P. F.) with 

a supplement designed to measure seven factors of depression. It is a 

refinement based upon an analysis of 1915 C. A. Q. records which iden

tify one second-order depression factor. The 36 items of the P. A. I. 

were selected from a pool of items analyzed in the construction of the 

C. A. Q. One of fou~ items of the pool were chosen for their capacity 

to identify clinically diagnosed depressives and for their freedom from 

sexual differences. 

P. A. I. Validity. Krug and Laughlin (1976) developed the 

validity of the P. A. I. in three approaches: how well the test score 

correlates with the depression unitary factor; how well the test dif

ferentiates normals from diagnosed depressives; and how well the test 

correlates with other constructs conform to theoretical expectation. 

In the first case, with a sample of 1,904 normals and clinical cases a 
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correlation of .88 was obtained between the 36-item scale and the uni

tary factor. A sample of 67 clinically diagnosed depressives and 632 

normal adults was used to determine how well the test differentiates 

normals and diagnosed depressives. The raw score distribution of 

normals and diagnosed depressives on the P. A. I. indicated that the 

two groups do differ on each item of the scale. A test of the overall 

mean difference yielded a 't' of 13.52 which is significant at the .001 

level. The third measure of validity is represented by the correla

tions with other tests of depression. Using a sample of 57 adult male 

prisoners, the P. A. I. correlated significantly at the .05 level with 

7 of the 13 scales of the~, and achieved a correlation of .31 with 

the MMPI scale D specifically. A comparison was made with the 

Tennessee Self-Concept Scale, where seven of the nine positive scores 

were found to share significant negative correlation with the P. A. I. 

P. A. I. Reliability. Two types of coefficients are offered to 

estimate reliability. The first, coefficient alpha, is mathematically 

equal to the average of all possible split-half coefficients that might 

have been calculated from the test. Coefficient alpha for 67 clini

cally diagnosed depressives is given as .93. For 632 normal adults the 

alpha coefficient is .85. The second coefficient is based upon the 

correlation between structurally parallel halves of the test. The 

split-half coefficient given for 67 depressives is .94. That for 632 

adult normals is .89. Both alpha and split-half coefficients are also 

given for a variety of clinical and normal groups totalling more than 

2,000 cases with internal consistency estimates averaging about .93. 
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This total includes depressives and other clinicai cases, prisoners, 

alcoholics, narcotic addicts, college students and adult normals. The 

clinical cases represent hospitalized patients (King and Laughlin, 1976). 

Analysis Procedures 

The statistical analysis of this study involved a hierarchical 

structure in the design in that the effect of treatment upon experi- . 

mental and control groups, the primary independent variable, was 

examined in four different locations. The locations factor became a 

second independent variable to examine, taking on a level of secondary 

importance to the primary variable of treatment effect. 

A mixed design analysis of variance investigating the two 

independent variables and the dependent variable of mean scores for the 

experimental and comparison groups was conducted for each of the instru

ments described above, the P. A. Q. and the P. A. I. The investigation 

concerns the examination of the predictability that the treatment pro

gram will result in benefit to the widow as indicated by her self

reporting using the instruments described. 

Parametric procedures, according to Kerlinger (1973) and others, 

are probably safer and are usually more effective than non-parametric 

procedures. Their use, however, involves several important assumptions. 

These are examined in the present study. The method of selection of 

subjects was equivalent for each group. However, as they were 

volunteers, and therefore not randomly selected, it cannot be assumed 

that they represent the total normal population. This fact limited the 

generalizability of the results of the present study. Researchers in 



the field of education facing this limitation, continue to find sta

tistical procedures useful to analyze data as long as the difficulty 
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of generalization is carefully noted (Kerlinger, 1973). The assumption 

of homogeneity was tested using the Edwards formula and found to be 

acceptable (Edwards, 1957). 



CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The present study sought to ascertain whether a model for group 

training in coping skills would result in significantly greater 

adjustment and lower depression level reported by participating widows 

than by comparison"group widows. 

The Design 

The design used was a hierarchical design with a three factor 

approach. It was based upon the randomized pretest-post-test experi

mental and comparison group design outlined"by Campbell and Stanley 

(1963). It provided for the measurement of the interaction of the 

dependent variable of test scores on both P. A. Q. and P. A. I. with 

the primary independent variable of concern to this study, the effect 

of treatment. It also enabled the study to test the effect of inter

action brought about by the use of four different locations, or sub

groups, within the overall experimental and comparison groupings. An 

analysis of variance employing the hierarchical design with a three 

factor approach was conducted with the pretest and post-test scores 

using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS, 1979). 

The Statistical Procedure 

Writers in the field of statistical analysis have indicated 

that the Analysis of Variance procedure is a robust test of significance 
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used in studies similar to the-present one (Kerlinger, 1973; Popham and 

Sirotnik, 1973; Huck, Cormier, and Bounds, 1974). As suggested by 

Popham and Sirotnik, when group variances appear to differ from group 

to group a test of homogeneity of variance should be conducted. This 

is especially important when groups vary in size. In the present study 

a test for homogeneity of variance was conducted using the Ed~lards 

procedure (Edwards, 1973). An "F" ratio of 5.62 indicated significant 

homogeneity at the .05 level for the P. A. Q. An "F" ratio of 10.08 

indicated significant homogeneity at the .05 level for the P. A. I. 

Tests of Hypotheses 

The following research hypotheses were tested at the .01 level 

of significance: 

Hypotheses of Treatment Effect 

The primary independent variable to be tested concerns the 

overall effectiveness of the experimental program contained in the 

present study. Hypotheses 1 and 2 concern themselves with the auestion 

of effectiveness. 

Research Hypothesis 1 

The model of this study for group training in coping skills 

will result in significantly greater adjustment reported by partici

pating widows than by comparison group widows as measured by the 

Personal Assessment Questionnaire. 

Table 5 offers a comparison of the P. A. Q. mean scores of the 

combined experimental groups for all four locations and the combined 
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Table 5. P. A. I. Mean Scores and Dunnett Post-Hoc Compar.isons 

Pretest Post-test 
Treatment Location n Mean Mean RG tD 

Experimental Sun City 10 84.00 76.20 8.56 5.21 

Arlington 5 75.80 76.00 .48 .50 

Banning 7 76.86 77.71 -.16 .26 

Yucaipa 7 83.14 77.71 6.18 3.68 

Total 80.66 76.90 

Comparison Sun City 9 84.22 80.11 4.87 

Arlington 4 78.00 88.25 -9.55 

Banning 9 77.33 77.89 - .14 

Yucaipa 4 79.50 81. 75 -2.96 

Total 80.15 80.85 

RG = residual gain; tD = 3.10 at the .01 level of significance 
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comparison groups for all four locations. The total combined pretest 

P. A. Q. mean score for experimental groups was 80.66. The total com

bined post-test P. A. Q. mean score for experimental groups was 76.90. 

This represents a decrease of 3.76 score points. The P. A. Q. mean 

score for the comparison groups actually increased from pretest to 

post-test .7 score point, or from 80.15 on the total combined pretest 

mean score to 80.85 on the total combined post-test mean score. Using 

Dunnett's method for comparing experimental and comparison groups, this 

overall difference is significant at the .01 level (Dunnett, 1955; 

Glass and Stanley, 1970). 

In the Analysis of Variance with the P. A. Q. the interaction 

of pretest-post-test dependent variable with the experimental independ

ent varia.ble provides meaningful data for hypothesis 1 (Appendix C). 

Specifically, this interaction yields an "F" of 7.48, which was found 

to be significant at the .0088 level. Therefore research hypothesis 1 

is accepted at the .01 level of significance. 

Post-hoc comparisons were made for the individual experimental 

groups within the treatment variable to determine the contribution of 

each toward the overall significance shown in the Analysis of Variance. 

Residual gain scores were calculated and used for this comparison 

(Kerlinger, 1973). Using Dunnett's method, post-hoc comparisons were 

made of individual treatment means with the weighted average comparison 

mean (Dunnett, 1955; Glass and Stanley, 1970; and Kerlinger, 1973). 

Post-hoc comparison revealed that the significant changes measured by 

the P. A. Q. at the .01 level of significance were made by the Sun City 
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and Yucaipa groups, while Arlington and Banning experimental groups 

reflected only slight variation. Two positive change experimental 

groups, then, account for the variance found significant by the Analysis 

of Variance. Though notable difference appears between Arlington 

experimental and comparison groups, analysis of individual scores 

attributes this to a single extreme case which only minimally effects 

that comparison group average. 

The statistical analysis, therefore, indicates that the treat

ment program designed to aid in the adjustment of widows had a positive 

effect as measured by changes in P. A. Q. mean scores for 2 of 4 

experimental groups. These changes were toward greater adjustment for 

the experimental group participants than the comparison group par

ticipants. 

Research Hypothesis 2 

The model of this study for group training in coping skills 

will result in significantly lower depression level reported by par

ticipating widows than by comparison group widows as measured by the 

Personal Assessment Inventory. 

Table 6 offers a comparison of the P. A. I. mean score of com

bined experimental and comparison groups. The total combined P. A. I. 

pretest mean score for experimental groups was 60.83. The total com

bined P. A. I. post-test mean score for experimental groups was 58.41. 

This is a decrease of 2.42 score points. The comparison group P. A~ 

mean score decreased from 62.43 on the total pretest mean score to 
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Table 6. P. A. I. Mean Scores 

Pretest Post-test 
Treatment Location Mean Mean 

Experimental Sun City 63.20 58.70 

Arlington 62.20 60.60 

Banning 59.14 60.42 

Yucaipa 58.14 54.42 

Total 60.83 58.41 

Comparison Sun City 63.22 58.66 

Arlington 58.75 62.25 

Banning 62.44 60.77 

Yucaipa 64.25 64.00 

Total 62.43 60.77 



60.77 on the total post-test mean score, a total decrease of 1.66 

score points. 
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The Analysis of Variance with the P. A. I. shows the interac

tion of the pretest-post-test dependent variable with the treatment in

dependent variable (Appendix F). This interaction yields an "F" of .46 

which is not significant at the .01 level. Research hypothesis 2 is 

rejected. 

The statistic'al analysis of the P. A. I. indicates that no sig

nificant changes in measured depression occurred between experimental 

and comparison groups as a result of the treatment experienced. Hence, 

no measurable change occurred in depression level, a factor thought to 

contribute to the bereavement process. According to the literature 

reviewed, depression is a factor in the earlier stages of the grief 

process that may be diminished by the time the bereaved person enters 

into the more adaptive stages. It is possible that only at this point 

do widows show a willingness to engage in a group training program such 

as the one under study here, for whom an average of one year had elapsed 

since the husband's death. This is at least one logical reason that the 

depression level measured by the P. A. I., did not indicate a change. 

Hypothesis of Subgroup Effect 

As part of the hierarchical design the Analysis of Variance was 

used to examine the overall effect of the four different subgroup loca

tions for experimental-comparison groups. In the Analysis, this second 

independent variable was contained within the treatment primary 



independent variable. Subgroup effects are the subject of hypotheses 

3 and 4. 

Research Hypothesis 3 
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The interaction of individual experimental-comparison group 

populations with the model for group training in coping skills will not 

significantly alter the effect on adjustment reported by either par

ticipating or comparison group widows as measured by the Personal 

Assessment Questionnaire. 

The statistical effect of the three-way interaction of P. A. Q. 

pretest-post-test mean scores with the treatment variable and the 

location of subgroups variable was not significant at the .01 level, 

the "F" ratio being 1.37. As expected, the eight groups did vary from 

one to another as shown in the two-way interaction of location and 

P. A. Q. mean scores, as examined under hypothesis one. However, the 

overall interaction with treatment was not significant. Research 

hypothesis 3 is therefore accepted at the .01 level of significance. 

Therefore, the changes brought about by the treatment program 

as measured by the P. A. Q. were positive support for the present 

study. While different groups obtained individual scores that differed 

from one .another, that score difference does not detract from the indi

cation that positive change was attributable in two of four experi

mental groups. 
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Research Hypothesis 4 

The interaction of individual experimental-comparison group 

populations with the model for group training in coping skills will not 

significantly alter the effect of lower depression level reported by 

either participating widows or comparison group widows as measured by 

the P. A. I. 

The statistical effect of the three-way interaction of P. A. I. 

mean scores, the treatment variable, and the location of subgroups 

variable yielded an "F" of .77, which was not significant at the .01 

level. Research hypothesis 4 is accepted, though this information is 

of little value to the research since research hypothesis 2 was 

rejected. 

Thus, with the P. A. I. no significant results to support the 

present study were obtained. In that research hypothesis 2 was 

rejected, with the conclusion that no important differences between the 

participants of the treatment program and those of the comparison 

groups were measured with this instrument, it is to be expected that no 

new information could be obtained from an analysis of the secondary 

location variable--but it could be expected that new information could 

be obtained from analysis of the secondary location variable in the 

P. A. Q. 

Summary of Results 

Using the hierarchical design for Analysis of Variance with a 

three factor approach offered evidence of a significant treatment 

effect when measured by the author's P. A. Q. This Significance, 
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however, was not confirmed by use of the P. A. I. The interaction which 

supports the effectiveness of this study is that between the experi

mental versus comparison group variable in the pretest and post-test 

administrations of the P. A. Q., and represented by the acceptance of 

research hypothesis 1. The second independent variable did provide 

significant interaction with pretest and post-test which indicated that 

the groups at each location did perform differently as measured by this 

instrument. However, this secondary interaction, when analyzed for 

effect in a three-way interaction of P. A. Q. scores, treatment 

variable, and the location of subgroups variable indicated no signifi

cant effect upon measured changes brought about by treatment. 

Statistical analysis of the interactions of these variables as 

measured by the P. A. I. failed to indicate significant changes in the 

level of depression. 

The present treatment program, therefore, is partially supported 

by indications of positive changes in two of four experimental groups 

as measured by the author's P. A. Q. This test, it will be recalled, 

was designed to measure the adjustment of widows through exposure to 

coping and communication skills. The P. A. I., a measurement of level 

of depression indicated that no significant change had occurred as a 

result of treatment. 



CHAPTER 4 

LIMITATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

This chapter presents limitations of the present study, sug

gestions that might aid in future research in this area, and some 

important conclusions with regard to the present study. 

Limitations 

Several limitations should be noted with regard to the samples 

studied. Though care was exercised in the advertising and selection of 

the participants for the present study, the factor of subject's willing

ness to participate raises a question with regard to the general 

applicability of this program to the total population. In other words, 

those subjects who participated in the open orientation prior to 

assignment to either experimental or comparison group may represent a 

biased sampling of the total population of widows. Certain factors 

suggest this: 

1. Only those widows who were willing to receive help made the 

effort to attend, while those widows who were reluctant to accept help 

and who perhaps could have benefitted even more from the program did 

not demonstrate the willingness to participate. The possibility is 

that reenactment in discussion of the loss situation required at the 

outset a certain minimal level of comfort with the grief situation, and 

that those who had not yet attained that degree of comfort were 

unwilling to be part of such a treatment program. The absence of 
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change in depression level indicates the peak of depression had sub

sided. 
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2. The factor of willingness may have secondarily influenced those 

who were responsible for inviting widows to participate in the program. 

The level of encouragement given by persons seeking volunteers to those 

who were willing to participate may have been greater than the level of 

encouragement given those who demonstrated some r.eluctance to discuss 

widowhood. This situation suggests the possible need for training 

care-givers in the bereavement process. 

3. Examination of the adjustment process that widows make to the 

loss of their spouse is regarded by some as a painful and difficult 

topic. For example, several ministers who presented this group program 

to their congregations failed to generate a viable experimental

comparison grouping for the first day. It was their expression that 

widows with whom they had spoken were not yet willing to face this 

difficulty, and therefore would not attend. 

A further limitation of the sampling procedure was the 

resultant small size of experimental and comparison groups that arose 

from the employment of small communities and small churches. Larger 

communities could have provided for a larger sample. 

Certain limitations are inherent in the measurement instrument 

used in the study. While the P. A. Q. composed by the author was rated 

to agree with the areas of content presented in the treatment program, 

it may have been less sensitive to the gains made by the interaction of 

group members with those content areas. Subject's "response sets" may 
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have effected the results in the following ways: I) the subjects may 

have been more concerned to give pleasing responses at both pretest and 

post-test levels than to indicate the changes in their feelings with 

regard to the test items; 2) the subjects may have been unable to 

achieve sufficient objectivity to accurately rate their own degree of 

self-change. These limitations also pertain to the P. A. I. 

Another limitation of the P. A. Q. is that of item format. The 

P. A. Q. offered only 3 possible responses for each item. It was 

observed during test administration that respondents could have bene

fitted from a five-pronged scale allowing greater differentiation of 

responses. The construction of response alternatives was also the same 

for each item, while several items could have been more readily 

answered by categories of response for "always" and "never." A similar 

response pattern using three alternatives was employed by the makers of 

the P. A. I., and it was thought that this similarity of format would 

be less confusing for the subject, especially the elderly whose 

experience with this type of instrumentation is limited. 

The P. A. I. measured the factor of depression, a correlate of 

bereavement. It is clearly within the realm of possibility that long 

term follow-up scores on the P. A. I. would decrease as the skills 

learned found their application in the daily routine of the subjects. 

Further studies should be conducted to examine significant difference 

in depression level at intervals following treatment. However, in this 

study, this type of follow-up measurement was subject to contamination 

between comparison and treatment subjects immediately following the 
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combination of experimental and comparison groups in session eight, 

when experimental and comparison groups discussed details of the study 

openly. 

The design used decreased the negative effects of possible dif

ference arising from the pretest administration since both comparison 

and experimental groups were given the pretest. However, the pretest 

may have effected the post-test by providing familiarity with item 

content. The nature of the material presented in this study is such 

that individuals are in constantly changing experiences. The awareness 

of affect, for example, brought about by reading the items of the pre

test is a possible explanation of the increase of scores among the 

members of some comparison groups from pretest to post-test. 

The treatment was conducted by the author of the study. The 

author's familiarity with the interaction of program and subjects grew 

with each treatment phase. Slight differences in the treatment offered 

each group may thus have occurred. 

Familiarity of the subjects with the author could have effected 

test responses as well. At the outset, the author was equally unknown 

to each group. However, events that occurred during the four week 

period could account for some differences among experimental groups. 

Specifically, the Banning and Arlington group learned of threats to the 

health of the author's spouse just prior to the post-test. The 

unfortunate timing of this awareness in all probability did effect the 

test responses as shown in post-hoc comparisons. 



Replication 

Future research with treabnent programs for widowed persons 

will be enhanced by several considerations. 
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In the first place, a larger sample than that used in the 

present study would help to accomplish results that are more easily 

generalized to the total realm of widowhood. Use of larger metro

politan churches for further study could make available a larger sample. 

While the present study was designed to provide a program use

ful to the church community, the replication of the study without 

regard to one's affiliation with a religious community would provide 

for greater generalization to the total population of widowhood. 

Further consideration for replication of the study ought to 

involve refinement of the instrument used to measure change. Greater 

variety of response alternatives with the P. A. Q., for example, might 

have made slight changes easier to identify. The possibility of 

multiple choice items might increase the test's sensitivity. An 

example might be "I think of my husband each day." a) not at a11, 

b) 1-4 times, c) 5-10 times, d) 10-15 times, e) over 15 times. 

Persons seeking to replicate the study might well experiment 

with variations in the length of time of such a program. It might be 

useful to involve even more time than the four week period used in 

this study. Specifically the information contained in the pretest 

study could be used for an eight week period to include a more thorough 

discussion of topics. This might involve one day per week for a 

greater number of weeks. It might be useful to involve four concluding 
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sessions in discussion in greater detail of the practical matters 

brought out in session 7. Expansion of the content of the lectures and 

the use of more time for them might further enhance the program of 

treatment. 

A replication of this study might benefit from an examination 

of long term effect that might be measured by administration of the 

post-test at intervals up to one, or even two years. 

Finally, the assumption was made that all participants would 

benefit from the treatment regardless of the level of grief. Future 

studies may benefit from an analysis of base data regarding the degree 

of grief and the length of time since the husband's death. For 

example, it is possible that some of the responses given to items of 

the P. A. Q. were based upon changes of adjustment made prior to 

entering the treatment. The same possibility exists with the P. A. I. 

as a measure of depression. 

Conclusion 

It can be summarized that the present treatment program which 

sought to offer new experiences and new information concerning coping 

and communication skills for widows did improve the adjustment of two 

groups out of four. 

Statistical results support the conclusion that positive change 

in adjustment was brought about by the treatment program for two groups, 

while no change was measured in two others. In addition, the informa

tion reported in the informal evaluation (Appendix F) suggests that the 

present study was helpful. There does seem to be a shift of emphasis 
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from the missing spouse to an arena of relationship centered about 

involvement in creative social situations. There does seem to be an 

easing of pain and a regaining of memory as the elements of separation, 

hurt, and loneliness, are brought into awareness and viewed objectively 

in the context of relationships with others who also face and meet 

similar difficulties. 

However, the greatest gain accomplished by the treatment pro

gram is the provision of opportunity for widows to interact with other 

widows, encouraging a widening of their relationship base. 

That this type of program has not been available readily 

through the churches in our communities suggests that further applica

tion of the program would be helpful as an extension of the ministry of 

religious communities concerned for this growing population of widows 

in our American society. 
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Dear 

I'd like to ask for your help and introduce you to a very 
special concern of mine, and, I believe, of yours, tool I have 
designed, written and presented a Widow's Enrichment Seminar which is a 
special project for: 

A. Those who are and have been involved in the adjustment that 
takes place following the loss of a spouse. 

B. Those who share on interest in some rather simple com
munication skills to help others who have experienced such 
loss. 

Concern for a growing number of widows in our communities has 
sparked my interest in this, not only as a dissertation topic, but as a 
significant ministry to be available to our people. The enrichment 
Seminars offer a format I can share with you that should be of con
tinuing use to you. 

The Enrichment Seminar endeavors to create a positive attitude 
toward the problems of widowhood, to assist in developing those skills 
of relationship that bring renewed joy in life, and to facilitate a 
sharing of resources that deal specifically with the widow's adjustment 
process. 

As a United Methodist minister of the Pacific and Southwest 
Conference I am offering this project to several of our churches. It's 
my feeling and opinion that the fellowship of the church provides a 
setting which does not exist in society as a whole for. this type of 
project. 

Participants should be able to enroll for two hours two days 
each week for four weeks. There is no cost. 

Topics for the eight days of the seminar will deal with 
bereavement and grief, the search process for the missing spouse, lone
liness, reinvo1vement with peers, family members, friends and others, 
financial matters, legal matters, church activities. The goal will be 
the restoration of healthy involvement with people, and the increase of 
joy through sharing some of the victories of the adjustment process. 
This seminar is designed for all widows, those recently widowed as well 
as those who have been widowed for some time who might be helped and 
whose sharing can be helpful to others. 

I hope to offer at least three of these seminars during January, 
February, and March in Riverside, San Bernadino, and the Coachella 
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Valley. Your help will be very much appreciated.' If this- sounds like 
a possible interest to you, and if you could pass on my brochures to 
widows of your congregation, please return the enclosed card or phone 
me. 

Appreciatively, 

Robert W. Ray 
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SUBJECT'S CONSENT FORM 

I hereby give my consent to participate in the dissertation 
study entitled The Effects of Teaching Coping Skills to Widow's In 
Groups, conducted by Robert W. Ray. 

I understand that the purpose of this study is the development 
of a group study approach to the situation faced by a widow, and that 
several such groups composed of persons, voluntarily responding to the 
examiner's advertisement are meeting in churches in the Riverside area 
for a period of four weeks, two days per week, two hours per day during 
January, February, and March 1982. There is no monetary cost to me, 
and I will not receive remuneration for the 16 hours of my time. The 
benefit to me is that I will learn skills useful to myself and others, 
in meeting the crises of widowhood. 

I willingly participate in the completion of questionnaire's 
used to evaluate the study, entitled Personal Assessment Questionnaire 
and IPAT Personal Assessment Inventory. I will answer as many ques
tions as I am able with confidence. I understand that approximately 20 
to 30 minutes will be required for completion of questionnaires. 

"I have read the above 'Subject's Consent'. The nature, 
demands, risks, and benefits of the project have been explained to me. 
I understand that I may ask questions and that I am free to withdraw 
from the project at any time without incurring ill will. I also under
stand that this consent form will be filed in an area designated by the 
Human Subjects Committee of The University of Arizona with access 
restricted to the principal investigator or authorized representatives 
of the particular department. A copy of this consent form is available 
to me upon request." 

Subject's Signature ______________________________ Date ________________ __ 

Name of Investigator 
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Introduction 

The treatment procedures outlined in the following pages were 

those presented at four different locations to groups of widows 

gathered in United Methodist Churches. They were presented in a 

research study to test the effectiveness of a model for group training 

in coping skills. The goal was significantly greater adjustment and 

lower depression levels as reported by participating widows than by 

comparison group widows. 

The treatment groups were directed by the author, a United 

Methodist Minister. Including the time allotted for pretest and post

test administration, treatment involved four weeks, two days each week, 

and two hours per day. Each week was designed toward a content goal as 

follows: 

Week 1: Examination of bereavement and the search for the lost 

spouse; 

Week 2: Examination of ways to build upon the awareness of loss; 

Week 3: Demonstration of the value of positive relationships; 

Week 4: Development of positive, practical applications. 

The treatment program was designed to meet the subjects at a 

point of common bereavement over their losses, to expose them to 

experiences that would shift their focus from the lost husband to 

positive, current social interaction, and to bring them ultimately to a 

point of establishing new, mutually supportive relationships. 
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The First Week: Bereavement as a Natural Process 

The goal of the first week of the treatment program was to 

bring to the participating widows information and experiences that 

would allow them to accept their own bereavement process as a "normal" 

event. The first two sessions were intended to implement this goal. 

Week 1, Session 1 

The sessions began with an opening statement generally describ

ing the statistical plight of the widow, the intention of the group 

treatment process and the expression that persons were invited to 

participate in the total 16-hour program. It was explained that each 

participant may willfully withdraw at any point but that the treatment 

process was designed to cover 16 hours and would not be complete unless 

the participant did share in the total program. 

Following the opening statement, the measurement instruments 

were distributed. The Personal Assessment Questionnaire was given 

first, followed by the IPAT Personal Assessment Inventory scale (Krug 

and Laughlin, 1976). 

As the participants completed the questionnaires at varying 

times, a coffee break allowed for informal visitation as people waited 

for others to finish. Treatment and comparison group assignments were 

made during the coffee break. 

During the second hour of the first day the focus was on 

getting acquainted. Group members were seated in a circle. Each 

participant, introduced herself, giving information concerning her 

name, length of time she has been in the community, family members that 
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give support to her, information concerning the nature of her loss, the 

length of time that she has been alone and cause of husband's death-

whether sudden or after prolonged illness. The goal of this discussion 

time was the building of some group cohesiveness as individuals began 

to share. 

Week 1, Session 2 

The first of a series of mini-lectures was given at the 

beginning of the second session. This one discussed in a very general 

way the reason for the group treatment approach to the unique problem 

of widowhood. While the goal of the lecture was to present a similar 

content to each of the groups, some deviation from group to group was 

unavoidable simply because each group had its own needs and individual 

characteristics. The typical lecture for session two was as follows: 

"You who are widows represent a unique group of people in our 

American society. I am sure you have felt and are qualified to talk 

about the way in which your situation, feelings, and outlook on life 

are different now than before you experienced the loss of your spouse. 

Recently, behavioral scientists in America, England, and other 

countries around the world have begun to take an interest in the unique 

problems you face as a widow. These problems effect the social and 

economic world of the widowed when compared to married women. There is 

some indication that these differences begin to resolve themselves very 

soon after your husband's death. Still, I am sure that each of you 

know that widowhood is not a brief, temporary stage in your life. It 

involves many considerations. Many months and years are involved in 
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working through the ramifications. I am sure that your experiences 

have made you aware that adjustment to widowhood doesn't occur auto

matically even after an intense period of grief (Barrett and Schneweis, 

1980; Lopata, 1972, 1973; Parkes, 1972; Silverman, 1970, 1972). 

"One reason that the death of a spouse is rated as having a 

great impact when compared to other stressful events is simply that it 

is accompanied by a number of stressful experiences. The repercussions 

of the change in your status effect the rest of your life and the 

relationships which you shared for a lengthy period of time. Society 

lacks any clear, useful, prescribed role that a widow should assume. 

We spend much time and energy studying the first eighteen years of 

life, but the average eighteen of widowhood has, at least until the 

last decade or so, been largely neglected. Being able to identify some 

of the components of your stress situation ought to help in dealing 

with them (Holmes ~nd Rahe, 1967). 

"A great deal of the energy of your lifetime has been invested 

in a partnership that has now come to an end. The end of the partner

ship, and the loss of its values, becomes a threat. It's essential to 

recognize the value of the marriage relationship as fundamentally good 

in itself, and we affirm it, uplift it, and cherish it. It's equally 

essential that in affirming the marriage relationship as fundamentally 

good, you affirm your unique part of that relationship. The part of 

yourself which you invested in your married life is still an important 

basis for your continuing growth. 
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"That we grow through pain and hurt is a common idea. The fact 

is, however, that pain simply makes us willing to change. Growth 

occurs after the pain has told us that we have a need to change. In 

attempting to solve the bereavement problems of widowhood, we follow a 

format not unlike the resolution of any grief situation. The differ

ence is that your loss is a most significant one because you have 

invested more of yourselves in this relationship. What you can regain 

comes from the fact that your investment has made the relationship a 

cherished one (Frears and Schneider, 1981). 

"Each of you still has what you took to the original relation

ship. The marriage relationship is completed, but your half of the 

resourcefulness of it is still available to you. It is this recogni

tion that makes possible the starting of the adjustment process of 

widowhood. 

"When you come to this recognition you can regain your indi

Viduality and independence and add new effective behaviors to your life 

style that will help you to overcome helplessness and depression. It 

is possible to recognize that grief can be the cost of loving someone, 

of being committed to someone. The death of the spouse brings about 

the absence of those essential supplies which the lost person provided 

in terms of personal service, companionship, sexual relationship, 

financial resource, and entry into many personal relationships. How a 

person copes with the changing process of life has a tremendous effect 

upon the world view and the self-image of the person. Meeting the 

problems of bereavement positively facilitates genuine mental health." 
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Group Discussion Exercise. The group discussion exercise dealt 

with the list of stress events which frequently occur simultaneously 

with the death of a spouse. Participants were asked to survey the list 

and to determine the presence in their situation of any areas of 

related stress <Worksheet 1). 

Group participants were asked to make a notation to themselves 

to use in a pairing exercise with other group members. They were asked 

to describe the impact of these other stress events on their situation 

in a few sentences written at the bottom of the page. 

Pairing. Following the handout exercise, group members were 

asked to find a partner in the group. The instruction was given that 

one member of the partnership should begin while the other simply 

listened to try to understand the communication of their partner. The 

speaker was asked to share with her partner, as freely as she felt 

able, specifically what types of accompanying stress events were a part 

of her situation. After about ten minutes of that communication, the 

partners were asked to exchange roles. The heretofore listening 

partner was asked to share from her notations of those accompanying 

stress events surrounding the loss of her husband. 

The purpose of the pairing exercise was twofold: 1) it brought 

group members into contact with the related stress events which often 

go undetected and become sources of unidentified anxiety; 2) the pair

ing exercise began to move group members closer to one another in a 

dialogue of caring and understanding. 
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WORKSHEET 1 

Stresses of Adjusting to Change 

Below is a list of stress events which may frequently accompany 
the death of a spouse. Surveying the list, determine if any of these 
related areas might have been present in your situation. If a few 
sentences, describe them to your partner. 

DIVORCE WITHIN THE FAMILY 

JAIL TERM 

CHANGE IN LIVING CONDITIONS 

REVISION OF PERSONAL HABITS 

DEATH OF OTHER CLOSE ~AMILY MEMBER TROUBLE WITH BOSS 

PERSONAL ILLNESS OR INJURY CHANGE IN WORK HOURS OR CONDITIONS 

DIFFICULTIES AT WORK CHANGE IN RESIDENCE 

RETIREMENT CHANGE IN SCHOOL ACTIVITY 

CHANGE IN HEALTH OF FAMILY MEMBER CHANGE IN CHURCH ACTIVITY 

SEXUAL PRESSURES CHANGE IN RECREATION OUTLET 

GAIN OF A NEW FAMILY MEMBER CHANGE IN SOCIAL ACTIVITIES 

BUSINESS READJUSTMENT MORTGAGE OR LOAN LESS THAN $10,000 

CHANGE IN FINANCIAL STATE CHANGE IN SLEEPING HABITS 

DEATH OF A CLOSE FRIEND CHANGE IN # OF FAMILY GET-TOGETHERS 

CHANGE TO A DIFFERENT LINE OF WORK CHANGE IN EATING HABITS 

MORTGAGE OVER $10,000 

FORECLOSURE OF MORTGAGE OR LOAN 

VACATION CHANGES 

CHRISTMAS 

CHANGE IN RESPONSIBILITIES AT WORK MINOR VIOLATIONS OF THE LAW 

SON OR DAUGHTER LEAVING HOME 

TROUBLE WITH IN-LAWS 

OUTSTANDING PERSONAL ACHIEVEMENT 

BEGIN OR END OF SCHOOL 

(Holmes and Rahe, 1967) 

CHANGE IN FRIENDSHIP PATTERNS 

CHANGE IN CLOSE FRIENDSHIPS 

UNEXPECTED FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES 

CHANGE IN RELATING TO FAMILY 
MEMBERS 
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Group Sharing. The second session concluded with a brief group 

sharing of reactions to the stress events that were discussed in the 

partnerships. The group sharing allowed for an even wider recognition 

that these accompanying stress events are present in different degrees 

with every individual situation. Identifying stress events that take 

place during the grief helped to objectify each participant's experi

ence. A brief concluding suggestion was made that each group member 

continue to survey her list and add any unique illustration to it before 

the next session. 



The Second Week: Building on the Awareness of Loss 

The goal of the second week of the treatment program was to 

further the awareness of participating widows of common ideas, feel

ings, and behaviors which others have experienced during the time of 

loss and bereavement. The concept that the continuing search for the 

lost partner is a normal and frequent experience was examined. 

Attention to a clearing and sharpening of memory was afforded. 

Week 2, Session 3 
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The work of the third day focused on the search for the lost 

spouse as discussed by Lindemann (1944) and Parkes (1972). It began 

with a mini-lecture, the theme of which was "The search that clears the 

spiri t." The attempt .. ,as made to have each participant grasp a view of 

her behavior in searching for the lost partner as objectively as pos

sible. Once again, the lecture varied from group to group following 

essentially the content here presented: 

"As we begin today, it will be helpful to discuss what writers 

who have studied bereavement have called a process of searching for the 

missing partner (Lindemann, 1944; Parkes, 1972). Some of you have, no 

doubt, had the experience of feeling that your husband is still some

how present in your life space. At first, this may be the experience 

of pining and preoccupation with thoughts of your husband. You may 

have directed your attention toward places and objects about you that 

remind you of him. Often, there is present a desire to pay attention 

to things or ideas which suggest the presence of a lost spouse and to 
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ignore things and ideas that tend to distract from a sense of his 

presence. 

"It is a common event in each of us who experience loss that 

the reality of the absence of the lost person takes time to filter into 

awareness. 

"For example, my recently widowed secretary, after several 

months of adjustment, remarked to me in response to the present study, 

'I can hardly wait to tell H. about this.' 

"Sometimes, we are aware of these reactions within ourselves. 

At other times, however, we feel strange about them, even to the point 

of keeping them hidden from ourselves and others. 

"They are normal reactions, shared by many people in grief 

situations. We have learned, over a period of years, a pattern of 

sharing with a partner. We have built up within our framework of 

living those self-thoughts or instructions to ourselves that tell us to 

share with the partner, and which automatically records incidents, 

feelings, and thoughts, that we want to share. This makes the continu

ation of such a pattern inevitable. 

"One of the experiences faced by those who have lost a spouse, 

following the initial shock and numbness is a sense of anxiety over 

the lack of specific plans for the future. This anxiety may show 

itself in a number of ways, perhaps in crying and tearfulness; dis

turbance of sleep, appetite and weight; complaints of depression, rest

lessness, indecisiveness; or a sense of strain. Some find an increased 

use of alcohol, tobacco, or tranquilizers. Persons who have had 
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several years pass since the death of their husbands still find this 

sense of anxiety recurring at times. Frequently, the anxious feelings 

and thoughts are linked to an urge to recover the lost object or 

person. 

"If in the course of our work together, you can bring yourself 

to an awareness of how this general pattern might be a part of your 

experience, it will help to alleviate the pain you feel. Much of that 

pain comes from an inability to admit that these things could happen 

to you. You can face these ideas without assuming any abnormality 

about yourself. When that is possible, you will experience a freeing 

of spirit and an added supply of energy, thus allowing you to replace 

the old search with a current search for meaningful involvement with 

people. The shift of emphasis from the past to the present is both 

desirable and helpful." 

Group Discussion Exercise. In order to focus the participants' 

thinking upon the meaning of the search process, a handout was dis

tributed in which participants asked to write for ten minutes in the 

form of a letter to their partner <Worksheet 2). The letter was to 

describe some of the kinds of experiences they had observed about them

selves suggesting some feeling of the presence of their spouse within 

their own life space. One example was shared by a l~dy who finally 

recognized she no longer needed to buy wheat bread. Her husband had 

liked wheat breat most of his life, and her habit was to buy the wheat 

bread to please him. She liked white bread. It had taken her six 

months to realize that she could buy the kind of bread she wanted. The 



WORKSHEET 2 

The Continuing Search 

Take the next few minutes to write a brief note to share with 

your partner. 
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It should tell: "What kinds of experiences have you observed 

yourself having that would suggest that you still have some feeling 

that your spouse still is present in your life space? Perhaps you have 

wanted to speak to or share something with your spouse." 

For example, a recent widow, after several months of adjustment, 

remarked in response to our seminar, "I can hardly wait to tell H. 

about this." 

IT IS NOT UNCOMMON TO FEEL THAT YOUR SPOUSE IS STILL PRESENT IN 

YOUR LIFE SPACE. 

What examples can you tell your partner about? 

We will use about ten minutes to write, and then we will share 

our comments on it with our partners. 
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goal of the group discussion exercise was to allow each person to feel 

comfortable about that natural search process that is part of the lives 

of many persons in grief situations. Group members were asked to share 

a coffee break at the conclusion of their writing. 

As the group reassembled, the focus was upon actively listening 

to one another (Cavanagh, 1981; This, 1963). The following mini

lecture was given: 

'~onsistent, active, listening is an important part of develop

ing any relationship. Work on listening skills involves several 

things; keeping in mind why you are listening, listening for informa

tion and understanding, not being argumentative, seeking important 

themes in what is said rather than dwelling upon specific words. Keep 

in mind that active listening is not sending your information or 

message; it is hearing what the other person is trying to send. 

"Frequently, you may become involved in the listening and be 

urged to communicate your message. You may want to solve the other 

person's problem with a suggestion something like, 'Here's what you 

should do.' You may tend to dismiss the other person's problem with 

some kind of put-down such as, 'that's not important.' You may become 

uncomfortable in what you're hearing and simply say, 'let's talk about 

something else.' 

"As you actively listen, you are not parroting or repeating 

word-for-word what you are hearing. You are actually reflecting, try

ing to put in your words what you hear. Actively listening is not 

paraphrasing. As you try to put what the person is saying in your own 
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words, you are trying to communicate an understanding of more than the 

words used. When you are hearing the other person, you note verbal 

expression as well as nonverbal expression. As you are checking out 

what you are hearing, you are also checking out the nonverbal views 

that you are receiving. 

'~ctively listening involves a listening response that acknowl

edges both facts and feelings that compose a message. You might want 

to say something like, 'you feel ••• about the situation.' Actively 

listening is a technique to help the sender vent or check out his or 

her feelings. It's a technique that allows you as a receiver to check 

to be sure you thoroughly understand the sender. 

"We ought to be aware that new methods of communication, like 

other skills, need to be practiced to get past the initial level of 

discomfort. As we master the techniques of actively listening, we can 

help ourselves to become more effective in communication with other 

persons. Effective communication is the first step toward positive 

involvement in social .relationships.'' 

Pairing Exercise. The material of the search letter gave 

opportunity to practice active listening skills. Group members were 

paired and one team member was instructed to actively liste n to the 

communication, while the message sender discussed the search letter. 

T.he listene r was to engage in a dialogue in order to understand feel

ings as we ll as ideas being e xpressed by the partner. After ten 

minutes the roles wer e reversed so that the ori g inal sender became the 

listener. 
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Group Sharing. Following the pairing exercise, the group was 

once again assembled and members were given the opportunity to will

fully share of their own experiences regarding the concept of the 

search for the missing partner. Most of the widows reported several 

experiences that indicated their search behavior, and frequently their 

examples were common to other group members. One repeated example was 

described by a widow who reported an empty feeling as she washed the 

inside of a window and missed her husband standing opposite her washing 

the outside, as had been their habit. Individuals had the opportunity 

to speak of their own experiences, and were cautioned not to speak for 

their partner, in order that each assume responsibility for her own 

sharing. 

Homework. Group participants were asked at the close of the 

session to record in their own diary notebook or journal some of the 

incidents that they have recalled about their search behavior. As 

homework, they were asked to note any such experiences that might come 

to them during the weekend and to consider sharing these with their 

partner at a later session. Mention was made that the handouts given 

each day form a basis for collecting personal information for future 

reference. 

Week 2, Session 4 

In this session the theme shifted to the identification of 

aspects of feeling, behavior, and cognition of the loss experiences and 

their side effects. It opened with an opportunity for group members to 

discuss unfinished business of the previous week and continued with a 
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mini-lecture on the preciousness of memories as follows: 

"The bereaved person frequently experiences feelings of uniden

tified alarm or unspecified danger early in the grief process. The 

goal of this session is to become aware of the side effects that might 

be expected as a result of such feelings: loss of appetite, a feeling 

of gnawing in the pit of the stomach, the rapid passage of time, 

increased susceptibility to anger or irritation, reduced span of atten

tion, neglect of routine activities, and increased crying. Caught up 

in these early feelings, one's memory is often painful and cloudy. How

ever, memory can be a source of strength even in the midst of loss. As 

the dimensions of the crisis become more specific, the memory often 

becomes clearer, and experiences recalled are more sharply defined. 

"The presence of what C. S. Lewis describes takes place: 'It 

is the very intensity of longing that draws the iron curtain that makes 

us feel we are staring into a vacuum when we think about our dead' 

(Lewis, 1961, p. 36). Open acknowledgement of that intense longing 

makes dealing with it less painful. The grieving person needs to know 

that it takes time to reassemble the fragmented parts of memory and 

that it is difficult to unify the many experiences of marriage into 

something that can be seen as a whole. 

"The Beatitude, 'Blessed are Those Who Mourn,' (Matthew, Ch. 5, 

Holy Bible) is exemplified here. Our process is to be aware of what 

hurts deeply, so that we can put it into perspective and begin to move 

beyond it. The story is told of the painter, Rembrandt, who took great 

care in his paintings to include the proper shadowing, for the shadows 



give contrast to the whole. Grief is a shadow which can bring per-

spective to life. 

"Sharpening the focus of memory can be a source of help. The 

following paragraph of C. S. Lewis' Diary gives some indication of 

this: 

Somthing quite unexpected has happened. It came this morning 
early. For various reasons, not in themselves at all myste
rious, my heart was lighter than it had been for many weeks. 
For one thing, I suppose I am recovering physically from a 
good deal of mere exhaustion • • • and after ten days of low
hung grey skies and motionless warm dampness, the sun was 
shining and there was a light breeze. And suddenly at the 
very moment when, so far, I mourned H least, I remembered 
her best. Indeed it was something (almost) better than 
memory; an instantaneous, unanswerable impression. To say it 
was like a meeting would go too far. Yet there was that in it 
which tempts one to use those words. It was as if the lifting 
of the sorrow removed a barrier. 

Why has no one told me these things? How easily I might 
have misjudged another man in the same situation? I might 
have said, 'He got over it. He's forgotten his wife,' when 
the truth was, 'He remembers her better because he has partly 
gotten over it' (Lewis, 1961, p. 36). 

"After recovering from your initial numbness, shock, and that 
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protective experience of denying the reality of death your memories can 

be a source of renewed joy in present relationships as you share them 

with one another. Of course your memories don't focus quickly. Dr. 

Alice Ginott offers the following paragraph in regard to her own 

experience: 'To minimize my suffering, I refused to remember. I 

blotted out his face and our life together. I tried to pretend he 

never existed. I destroyed the most beautiful part of my life to spare 

myself pain.' Alice Ginott is the widow of the late psychologist Haim 

Ginott" (Ginott, 1973). 
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Group Discussion Exercise. The group was'asked to participate 

in a sharing exercise built around the handout entitled "Precious 

Memories" (Worksheet 3). Group participants were asked to spend 

several minutes describing two or three good memories they would like 

to be able to share with someone else. Persons who have come to 

recognize the fact of their loss are able to regain some of the joy 

that is stored in the memories. 

Pairing. Following the several minutes in which sentence 

notations were made, the group was once again paired and asked to 

participate by actively listening while the information regarding 

precious memories was shared. 

Concluding Group Discussion. Following the sharing between 

partners, the group as a whole was reassembled and given the opportunity 

to share the experiences of precious memories. In nearly every group, 

some precious gem of the past offered joy to the whole group. 
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WORKSHEET 3 

Precious Memories 

People have found that good memories are a source of renewed 

joy. At first, the pain of separation and loss cloud our memories, but 

as we come to recognize the fact of loss we also grasp again some of 

those events and experiences that brought joy to us in the past. These 

are storehouses of richness that we can tap for joy in the present. 

Using the space below, briefly describe 2 or 3 good memories. 

This may be hard for you to do, but not impossible. 

During our sharing time, you will be able to share of these 

memories, and to hear also the "precious memories" which are important 

to your partner. 

You may wish to keep these notes and refer back to them in 

future months. 
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The Third Week: Valuable Relationships 

The goal of the third week of the treatment program was the 

development of new and positive avenues of contact with people as a 

means of overcoming feelings of loss and of beginning a continuing con

cern for growth in new relationships. Concepts of relationship 

developed by Lopata (1969) and Silverman (1970) formed much of the 

literature background for these two sessions. 

Week 3, Session 5 

The plan for the fifth day was a continuing recognition of the 

side effects of loss. The focus of the mini-lecture was on the widow 

herself as the one who has lost, not just a spouse, but a way of life. 

The day's session attempted to provide some objective viewing of areas 

where the loss was felt severely. A representative lecture at the 

beginning of this day was as follows: 

"Persons who experience the loss of someone near to them may be 

able to describe a number of things now missed about the person who is 

gone. The passage of time allows thoughts of the other person to 

develop, bringing ideas and memories into focus (Lopata 1966, 1969, 

1971, 1972; Silverman 1970, 1972). 

"Being able to specify some of the personal aspects of the loss 

can make the widow's adjustment process easier. Today, we will look at 

the ways that loss has effected each person. We may see that personal 

loneliness, while often associated with missing your partner, involves 

other feelings and thoughts of loss that become side effects of the 

major loss. 
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"For example, without a husband to express his love for you, 

you may feel that you are no longer an object of love. The loss has 

taken away a major source of your identity as someone who can be loved. 

"The opposite may also be true. You may feel loneliness due to 

the absence of anyone to care for, or to be the recipient of your love. 

There may be no one to talk to, with the resulting feeling that no one 

exists with whom to share your love. 

"Many of us find a need to have someone else around just so 

that we can get ourselves organized. The classic example is the 

expectancy that someone will show up at supper time to make preparing 

a meal an important part of your schedule. You may be neglecting this 

important part of self-care just for this reason. 

"Of course, many widows have difficulty solving some of the 

practical problems of finances or taking care of the home without a 

sense of the business partnership of a spouse. 

"Another possibility is a longing for a lifestyle that you and 

your husband had built up in relation to other people, events, or 

activities. You may feel that without the social role which your 

husband enjoyed, your own social status has dropped. 

"Relationships with other people may gradually wither away. 

This is often the case when a lengthy period of illness has made social 

activity difficult. Now, as a widow, you may feel awkward in some 

areas of social involvement. 
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"The project in which we are now participating ought to. provide 

insights and behavior patterns that will help you to overcome the 10st

ness and loneliness you may be experiencing. 

"The partner with whom you have already shared in our pairing 

exercise can be a help to you. She is not only someone who cares, but 

someone who can help you to clarify the areas of loss that you are 

feeling and thinking about. Recognizing these areas of loss as side 

effects of your husband's death will also give us direction for our 

work together during the coming weeks. 

"Persons concerned with how to manage stress find it important 

to look at the ideas that have been useful to others living with 

stress. The first thing to say about living with stress is 'keep 

breathing.' That may seem silly but it's a common experience that 

tense people tend to hold their breath, thus increasing tensi~n. Con

centrate on regular breathing in the midst of a stress situation. 

"Begin to look at the possibility of taking responsibility for 

your own behavior and your own thoughts. Don't be guided by false 

assumptions. It might help to look at false assumptions with which 

people are sometimes faced. Representative false assumptions are con

tained in the handout you will receive today. 

"As you discard old assumptions, it is important to replace 

them with new ones that fit your particular circumstances. We are 

going to do that in a group exercise." 



Group Discussion Exercise. The group discussion exercise was 

guided by the list of false assumptions (Worksheet 4). 

Pairing. Group members were asked to look at the listed 

assumptions, responding and listening to one another, to determine 

their false assumptions and possible approaches that could be used to 

formulate sound assumptions. 
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Following the pairing exercise, group discussion allowed 

members to share the particular false assumptions that may have guided 

them, and their corrections. Several important ingredients were 

brought to light, a tendency to withdraw from people, to stay in a rut, 

or to move about too quickly. The suggestion was that one allow one

self time to deal with the reactions to other persons and the variety 

of things in the course of life, and that no big moves be made 

immediately. 

Week 3, Session 6 

With today's lecture, the group began to address itself to the 

shift in the search process. While the widow first found herself 

searching for the past and lost, she was later exposed to the positive 

values of directing her search toward currently available avenues of 

rewarding social relationship. The following lecture began the 

exploration: 

'''You weren't meant to go it alone!' That may be a fact about 

life that has seemed distant during the experiences of your bereave

ment. It is, nonetheless, a major acknowledgement to be made that the 
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WORKSHEET 4 

Discarding False Assumptions 

Occasionally, and particularly under stress conditions such as 
the loss of your husband, you may feel that the expectations of others, 
or of yourself, are very demanding, thus adding to your stress. The 
assumptions listed below are often made by persons under stress. They 
may have occasional useful application, but usually the expectations 
are too extreme to allow you to reasonably meet them. Look over the 
list, noting your reaction to these statements. Share your reactions 
with your partner as we pair up today. 

(A) I MUST BE LIKED, OR AT LEAST APPROVED OF, FOR EVERYTHING I DO. 

(B) MY WORLD WILL FALL APART IF I DON'T GET WHAT I BELIEVE TO BE 
RIGHTFULLY MINE. 

(C) IT IS EASIER TO AVOID RATHER THAN FACE LIFE'S DIFFICULTIES AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES. 

(D) I MUST BE THOROUGHLY ADEQUATE, COMPETENT, INTELLIGENT AND 
ACHIEVING IN ALL POSSIBLE RESPECTS. 

(E) MY LIFE IS CONTROLLED BY EXTERNAL EVENTS, PEOPLE OR THINGS. 

(F) MY CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES MUST CONTROL PRESENT ON-GOING BEHAVIOR. 

(G) I MUST CONTROL THE LIVES OF OTHERS. 

(H) I CANNOT CONTROL MY EMOTIONS. 

(I) THERE IS INVARIABLY ONE RIGHT ANSWER. 

(J) I CAN BE HAPPY BY DOING NOTHING. 

(K) IN ORDER TO BE ACCEPTABLE TO OTHERS, I MUST NOT MAKE MISTAKES. 

(L) IN ORDER TO GET AHEAD, I MUST LOOK OUT FOR "OL' NUMBER 1". 

(M) I DON'T NEED ANYBODY ELSE. 

(N) IF I WANT A JOB DONE RIGHT, I SHOULD GIVE IT TO A BUSY PERSON, 
OR 

(0) IF I WANT A JOB .DONE RIGHT, I NEED TO DO IT MYSELF. 

(p) HAPPINESS IS BASED ON CIRCUMSTANCES (E.G., WHAT THINGS I HAVE, 
WHAT PEOPLE THINK OF ME, WHAT STATUS I HAVE). 

(Q) THE WORLD (AND ESPECIALLY OTHER PEOPLE) SHOULD BE FAIR, AND 
JUSTICE AND MERCY MUST ALWAYS TRIUMPH. 

(Cavanagh, 1981 and Ellis, 1973, 1975) 
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presence of and relationship to other persons in creative experiences 

helps to bring about a sense of balance even after the terrifying shock 

of the death of your spouse. 

"In the New Testament, Jesus is quoted as saying, 'Whoever 

drinks of the water that I shall give him, shall never thirst, but the 

water that I shall give him shall become in him a well of water spring

ing up to life.' 

"I believe that this statement refers to the well of life that 

springs up out of rewarding relationships with people. The Christian 

faith effects our lives because it is an expression of faith in people 

and in God's unfolding possibility for enjoyable, stimulating, and 

creative relationships of love in our lives. 

'~sychologically, the useful and creative energy within us 

grows as we direct it toward the sharing of new experiences here and 

now. 

"Part of the numbness and subsequent disorganization that is 

faced after a husband has died comes about .because he was depended upon 

to provide your means of relating socially. Many women find after their 

husband dies that there is 'no place to go' in terms of an ongoing 

social role. To accept new roles in social relationships may require 

quite a bit of time. Time, however, is not as important a factor as 

each person's decision to work out new social experiences (Lopata, 

1972) • 

"Finding new social opportunities may be akin to learning to 

walk again. The opportunities that exist have certain limitations and 
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probably won't involve the intensity of relationship that you have 

known before, at least not in the beginning. Sharing in our group 

presently can bring about an empowering of yourself in areas that were 

temporarily out of balance." 

Concluding .Group Discussion. The concluding discussion sought 

to suggest ways in which individuals become involved in creative social 

relationships. Activities explored were group activities such as: 

activities with peers or others who have shared a similar experience, 

with family or friends, or with others in a church fellowship. Group 

members were asked for feedback on the question, "What are my interests 

in reaching out?" The idea was explored that the process of finding 

one's own meaningful involvement might offer someone else a similar 

opportunity. Discussion began from the following question: "In what 

ways could you help another person in a situation similar to your own?" 

"How could you share the gains that you have made with someone else?" 
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The Fourth Week: Continuing Practical Applications 

The goal of the final week of the treatment program was to 

stimulate the continuation of the individual widows' work through the 

process of bereavement using information and experiences of the train

ing program to work out practical matters of their situations. Widows 

were encouraged to continue developing the relationships they had 

begun with members of the groups in which they had worked. The means 

of establishing a continuing support group of widows in their churches 

were examined. 

Week 4, Session 7 

The creative employment of the concepts explored in the three 

previous weeks formed the plan for the final week. This involved 

specific application of the concepts of the study: the search process, 

loneliness and ways to overcome being alone, and opportunities for 

social involvement as an aid in finding a new identity. 

Group Discussion. The group discussion began with the instruc

tion for each group member to identify one area where the concepts 

previously explored might apply. These included financial difficul

ties, relationships with children and other family members, peer rela

tionships, health questions, the stigma of widowhood, and further ways 

to become effectively related to society. 

Triad. Following a listing of some of the practical areas of 

need, participants were grouped into three-person triads. Triads were 

asked to consider helping with one example that is facing a member. 



Attention was directed toward establishing a pattern for solution of 

the problem. Each member was given the opportunity to discuss a 

particular problem area. 
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Group Discussion. Time was given in group discussion to sum

marize the problems and solutions proposed within the triads. A chart 

was developed, using newsprint and a felt-tipped marker, listing these 

areas of practical need and application of the concepts presented. 

Total group discussion of ways to use rewarding and helpful experiences 

to help persons in future loss situations followed. Both awareness of 

gains made and rewarding future involvement with others were emphasized. 

The possibility of establishing an ongoing group for widows was intro

duced, and lead into a brief description of Silverman's "Widow to 

Widow" program (1969). Caution was also expressed that while sharing 

can be helpful, untrained persons are limited in ability to deal with 

deep psychological problems. 

Homework. A spokesman from the group was asked to discuss ways 

that widowed persons who now have some exposure to coping skills might 

be of help within their own churches. Of course, their own minister 

was the appropriate person with whom to initiate such a discussion. In 

those groups having more than one church involved, each minister was 

assigned to a group member for contact. The group member was asked to 

invite the minister to attend the final hour of the final day of the 

treatment group, and to participate in a brief discussion followed by a 



time for fellowship and dessert. Other group members were asked to 

assume the responsibility for providing for the dessert. 
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Notebook. Participants were asked to note in their Diary Note

book material from today's and previous discussions that may be of help 

to them in addressing individual problems, and to make any notes they 

may wish to make from the chart formed by the group. 

Week 4, Session 8 

The theme of the final day of treatment groups was evaluation 

and conclusion. Group participants were asked to respond to the post

test evaluation measure according to their impressions at the conclu

sion of the treatment program. In addition, they were asked to list 

their impressions of the present treatment program. An opportunity for 

group evaluation and feedback was given. 

Group Discussion. In response to the previous week's invita

tion, several guest ministers and others were involved in the final 

hour. The group discussion was directed toward the possibilities of 

establishing a continuing group fellowship, a group of "specialized 

experts" in helping widows, or other possibilities that might be .help

ful to the individuals involved and the~r churches. 

Dessert and Fellowship. A final test of the group treatment 

program was that persons were encouraged to unite for the sharing of 

creative relationship with one another. This informal group time 

brought to a close the 16 hours of working together. 



APPENDIX D 

PERSONAL ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

NAME. __________________________ __ 

DIRECTIONS: For each statement below give a response according to the 
way you feel at the present time -- RIGHT NOW. 
CIRCLE THE LETTER WHICH BEST REPRESENTS YOUR ANSWER 
(R) for RARELY, (0) for OCCASIONALLY, and (F) for 
FREQUENTLY. PLEASE GIVE A RESPONSE TO EACH STATEMENT. 

1. Forgetting, I speak to my spouse just as though he 
were right there with me. 

2. Recalling my late spouse's interests comes easily 
for me. 

3. I reflect upon the good aspects of our marriage. 

4. Worrying about my situation makes food of little 
interest to me. 

**5. I feel that my spouse is right there in the room 
with me. 

6. I feel a sense of alarm over what's happening to me. 

7. I feel calm and composed while talking to other 
people. 

8. Thinking about my situation often interrupts my 
attention to other matters. 

9. My intense longing for my husband is more than I can 
bear. 

10. I feel like looking for my spouse around the house. 

11. I clearly recall the physical features of my spouse. 

12. I feel that I am able to cope with my loss. 

13. It bothers me to remember little things I want to 
share with my spouse. 

14. My spouse is my only source of close companionship. 
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R 0 F 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F 

R 0 F 

R 0 F 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F 

R 0 F 

R 0 F 

R 0 F~: 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F 

R 0 F 



15. I feel that I have regained some of the strengths 
of my marriage. 

16. I believe that I can deal with some areas of dis
appointment in my life. 

17. I have a gnawing feeling in the pit of my stomach. 

**18. Financial matters are very bothersome to me. 

19. It doesn't greatly upset me to talk about my loss 
with my friends. 

20. I enjoy participating in a group of widows for 
fellowship. 

21. Since the death of my spouse I have regained a 
normally good appetite. 

22. Time seems to pass very slowly for me. 

23. I can share with others who tell me of their grief 
without experiencing discomfort. 

24. I have many enjoyable relationships with other 
people. 

25. I am bothered by spells of crying. 

26. I am impatient when trying to accomplish personal 
tasks. 

27. I find difficulty sharing my feelings of loss with 
other persons. 

28. I have found that I really enjoy initiating new 
friendships. 

29. I experience considerable anger toward people and 
events. 

30. I am unbearably hurt that I have been left alone. 

31. I am comfortable telling a close friend about the 
experiences in my family. 

32. I am uncomfortable in the presence of my close 
family. 
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R 0 F* 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F 

R 0 F 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F 

R 0 F 

R 0 F 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F 

R 0 F 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F 



33. My grief makes it difficult to remember routine 
activities. 

34. I feel irritable with people. 

35. I feel quite competent to meet difficult situations 
in my life. 

36. I am willing to exert positive effort in order to 
make a good adjustment. 

37. It causes me considerable pain to think of my loss. 

38. I believe sharing my experiences with someone in 
a similar situation might be of help to' them. 

39. I am experiencing a sense of directionlessness 
since the death of my spouse. 

40. I have a sense of joy in my life. 

41. I have a clear view or grasp of my experience 
of loss. 

42. I feel that much of my self-esteem is dependent 
upon my husband's role in life. 

43. I resist telling my thoughts and feelings to my 
children. 

44. I feel a sense of fulfillment and completion about 
my marriage. 

45. I feel that I am loved. 

**46. I have uncertain feelings about my future. 

47. I feel there is no one to receive my love and 
caring. 

48. I appreciate the value of more good friends. 

**49. I find it helpful to use tranquilizers. 

**50. My closest friends were also my spouse's. 

51. I plan my activities well. 

52. I am able to think objectively about the effects 
of my loss. 
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R 0 F 

R 0 F 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F 

R 0 F 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F 

R 0 F 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F 

R 0 F 

R 0 F* 

R 0 F* 



53. I can creatively listen while a friend shares 
feelings and experiences with me. 

54. I would like to have several companions to join in 
a caring fellowship for those in grief situations. 

*Scored in reverse order. 

**Items not rated by lof 3 validity judges. 
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R 0 F* 

R 0 F* 



APPENDIX E 

P. A. Q. Analysis of Variance* 

Source of Variation 

Main Effects Group 

Location 

Group by Location 
Interaction 

Error 

P. A. Q. Effect 

Interaction of pr~test
Post-test effect with 
treatment 

Interaction of pretest
Post-test effect with 
subgroup location 

Three-way interaction of 
Pretest-Post-test with 
treatment with sub
group location 

Error 

*Total n = 90 

Sum of Squares df Mean Square 

145.26 1 147.26 

252.00 3 84.00 

159.94 3 53.31 

13,580.01 47 288.93 

3.98 1 3.98 

170.45 1 170.45 

426.66 3 142.22 

93.83 43 31.28 

1,070.79 47 22.78 
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F P 

.51 .4788 

029 .8319 

.18 .9064 

.17 .6778 

7.48 .0088 

6.24 .0012 

1.37 .2626 
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p$ A. I. Analysis of Variance 

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P 

Main Effects Group 117.32 1 117.32 .57 .4528 

Location 8.28 3 2.76 .01 .9978 

. Group by Location 248.84 3 82.95 .41 .7499 

Error 9,619.16 47 204.66 

P. A. I. Effect 50.56 1 50.56 1.98 .1665 

Interaction of pretest-
Post-test effect with 
treatment 11.80 1 11.80 .46 .5005 

Interaction of pretest-
Post-test effect with 
subgroup location 124.54 3 41.51 1.62 .1970 

Three-way interaction of 
Pretest-Post-test with 
treatment with sub-
group location 58.80 3 19.60 .77 .5191 

Error 1,203.26 47 25.60 
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APPENDIX G 

RESULTS OF INFORMAL EVALUATION 

Beyond the results of the statistical evaluation provided 

through the measurement instruments, was that evaluation provided by 

feedback during the session, written and verbal statements following 

treatment process itself given both through group discussion and 

written evaluation, and the informal comments made about the partici

pants by those who frequently observed their behavior, such as their 

pastor or counselor. 

Feedback during sessions' gave considerable positive indication 

that the content presented during the course of lectures and discus

sions was relevant to the issues faced by the individual participants. 

For example, the material presented regarding the search for 

the missing spouse, which seems to be part of each individual's grief 

situation and resolution, received positive indications that most group 

participants were involved in such a search. One indication was the 

overwhelming sense of relief expressed that the search process was a 

normal part of behavior and not something peculiar to the individual's 

greeting of the stress situation. Being able to objectify illustrations 

of the search process prOVided comfort as well as stimulus for group 

sharing. An illustration of this was one lady's comment that she had 

not realized how much she had employed the search concept. She was 

sitting in his overstuffed chair. She was watching his television 
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programs. She was sleeping on his side of the bed. She was preparing 

the menu which he appreciated most. During the course of following 

sessions, persons reported that talking about the search process had 

allowed for the enjoyment of that process as it recurred during the 

course of the days and hours that followed. This was illustrated by 

the lady who suggested that now she could dream about her husband with 

a sense of peace and appreciation rather than blocking out those dreams 

or fearing them. 

A number of comments were made during the course of the dis

cussions regarding the preciousness of memory which follows the bring

ing into awareness of some of the stress elements surrounding the 

grief process. The typical expression was that once the shock was over 

and faced through open verbal expression, a number of enjoyable experi

ences could be recalled and shared. 

Participants commented on the usefulness of active listening 

skills as that material was presented. They suggested that in the 

midst of grief, it was difficult to remember that other persons could 

be helped by verbalizing as well. It had become rewarding to hear the 

genuine expressions of other people. 

Throughout the sessions as ideas were expressed, as people 

became aware of their feelings regarding grief and grief experiences, 

and as they developed verbal expressions to convey the meaning of those 

experiences and feelings to other persons, a number of the participants 

were able to tell of the easing of the pain of loss. In short, the 

verbal evaluations of people who had participated in seminars suggested 
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that being brought into an encounter with grief situations which 

facilitated expression of feelings of grief was of considerable bene

fit to them. 

With regard to the overall progression of the eight sessions, 

it should be noted that participants appeared to enter into the actual 

feeling of grief, pain, separation, and loss during the opening ses

sions. Discussions about the search process, about memory, and about 

the pain of loss evoked a reliving of some of those experiences within 

the lives of each participant. Thus, at the midpoint of the sessions, 

the pain was perhaps more severe than when participants entered the 

seminar. However, as the seminar progressed through the concluding 

sessions and the skills of relationship were developed, that pain was 

translated into a desire to relate positively to group members and 

gradually built to a greater satisfaction within the experience and 

expressions of group participants. 

At the conclusion of session #8, some time was allowed for 

brief written comments of evaluation. It would be helpful to the per

son who seeks to evaluate the present program to survey the following 

summary taken from that evaluation. 

The search process shifted from a focus upon the deceased hus

band to a search for "a different way of life." One suggested, "At 

first you just search and shift from one thing to another. Gradually, 

I have come to value faith in myself, keeping involved in actiVities, 

and sharing with other people to be the secret." 
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Memory appeared to improve through treatment. Initial thoughts 

were dominated by shock and by suppression of illness, death, and par-

ticularly those things that might have been done differently. When the 

stress is faced, the pain of it brought into awareness and shared in 

the company of other people, memories become more positive. 

Another recurring theme in the evaluation is that the treatment 

sessions helped one to turn away from self and toward others and there-

by to become participant in group activities and in the enjoyment of 

get-togethers with other persons. 

The desire to participate with other people and minister to 

others who had suffered loss through death was evident. Several per-

sons expressed the desire to take up a role of consultant to future 

widows through their churches. The desire to continue group sharing 

exploration of the subject and experiences of widowhood led to the 

creation in the four locations of a continuing group process for that 

purpose. 

One of the participants listed the following gains through the 

seminar: 

1. "We became a group in fellowship with a warm feeling toward 
each other which led us to feel close to each member; 

2. "We shared our feelings and listened to each other; 

3. "We became aware of the different feelings toward grief 
that each of us have; 

4. "We learned useful tools to help others going through grief 
situations; 

5. "Most of all, we learned to feel that we have passed a crisis 
and are stronger because of our trials." 
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Several observations were made by the examiner with regard to 

individuals within the group. For example, one widow entered the group 

only two months after the loss of her husband. In the opening ses

sions, she was tearful most of the time. Toward the conclusion of the 

eight-session program, the tears faded, she was observed to be happy 

and participating in pleasant experiences with other group members. 

Another group member was physically distressed during the midpoint of 

the seminar as the practical problem of financial support was dis

cussed. It was rewarding to see another member of the group help her 

out of her depressive state by relating some possible ways to resolve 

the financial crisis. Another lady entered the group sessions deter

mined to remain alone and aloof from the group. She refused to speak 

even in the pairing process during the first two sessions of group 

activity although she was able to listen to her partner. It was reward

ing to see her take a leadership role in sharing creative activities 

toward the end of the eight sessions. Several persons expressed posi

tive commitment to helping other persons independent of any further 

group activity. One suggested that the seminar had been helpful and 

that she would seize the opportunity to share and support other widows 

by making personal contacts' through her church and other persons. 

Another was committed to ministry to other widows and to organization 

of such ministry through the evangelism commission of her congregation. 

Still another was committed to sharing aspects of this group seminar 

with an already existent group of widows that had met for several years. 

This went far enough to involve requesting the examiner to participate 
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with that additional group for a rewarding afternoon's sharing of some 

of the material related to the search process and handling of stress. 

Finally, the observation of pastors and in one case, a coun

selor, of persons who had participated in the seminar treatment program 

led to useful criticism and statements of positive support of the pro

gram. In one church, the ladies who participated in the program became 

the nucleus for a caring group committed to seeking out and assisting 

others in grief situations within their own community. The pastors of 

each of the churches were informally surveyed and the conclusion 

expressed that the seminar had provided a helpful ministry within their 

congregation. 

In summary, the informal evaluation process, though it eludes 

statistical validation, has offered positive support of the treatment 

seminar. The informal comments expressed support the author's theo

retical assumptions. Indeed a shift takes place from preoccupation 

with a search for the missing spouse to an active participation with 

persons in one's present. Bringing into awareness of some of the 

aspects of loss provides opportunity for meaningful relationships with 

others. Persons who have suffered loss can be encouraged to progress 

steadily toward greater involvement in the meaningful exchange in social 

activities generally. 
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